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Is Santa Claus a Canadian?

T

By Valda Goudie

erry Fox, David Suzuki, Wayne Gretzky, Chris Hadfield – proud
Canadians, we claim them all. Is it possible we might add the name
‘Santa Claus’ to our list of famous Canadian personalities?
In mid-May of this year, Canada filed a 2100-page document with
a United Nations body presenting detailed scientific data which could
prove that undersea ridges beneath the Arctic Ocean are connected
to our land mass. This means that almost half a million square miles
of underwater Arctic
territory, including the
geographic North Pole,
would belong to Canada.
The extent of the
continental shelf
extending beyond
Canada’s land mass was
determined by scientists
on board several shipbased expeditions to the
polar ocean, between
2006 and 2016. MaryLynn Dickson, Director
of the UNCLOS Program (United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea) with Natural Resources Canada was the lead scientist
investigating this claim.
But don’t put a hockey stick in Santa’s hand on the label of our maple
syrup bottles just yet. Canada is not the only country staking claim
to the same territory. Russia first made a scientific submission under
UNCLOS in 2001, and Denmark made its submission in 2014. Canada
is pulling up third in this race for Santa’s homeland.
According to an article on livescience.com, after the U.N. committee
evaluates the Canadian submission (probably in several years’ time), the
three countries will begin negotiations on the final delimitations of their
Arctic territory, including their claims to the Pole. According to Michael
Byers, the author of “International Law and the Arctic,” whether the
successful nation is Canada, Russia or Denmark, the seawater and ice
above the North Pole will remain an area of open navigation for ships
from any country.
This won’t affect many of our lives since the average Canadian’s getaway cruises are more likely to be southbound. However, laying claim
to Santa – that would be fun news!
In a few years, with positive results, we may rewrite the story of our
jolly old friend, changing his happy laugh to, “Ho, Ho, Ho, eh!”
Research for this article included the following
websites:
www.livescience.com/65659-canada-claimsnorth-pole
globalnews.ca/news/5344035/canada-northpole-claim-case

What’s Happening this Weekend?
Food or Music: Take your Pick!

OHS OPEN HOUSE: The Ottawa Humane Society Auxiliary will be
selling homemade baked goods and crafts on Saturday, November 30, 11
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the animal shelter 245 West Hunt Club Rd (across
from Lowe’s). We accept cash, credit or debit. Admission and parking are
free. Sorry no table rentals. For more info call Maureen 613-225-2860 or
go to facebook.com/OttawaHumaneSocietyAuxiliary.
OTTAWA BRAHMS CHOIR: Vivaldi’s Gloria and Christmas favourites. Join us at 3 p.m. at St Thomas the Apostle Church at 2345 Alta
Vista Drive on Sunday, December 1 for an afternoon of music to begin
the holiday season. Tickets available online at ottawabrahmschoir.ca or
in person at St Thomas the Apostle Church.
“RINGING IN CHRISTMAS:” Start your Christmas season with the
Handbell and Chimes Concert on Sunday, December 1, 7 p.m., at Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Dr. All are invited. The annual
concert features the five handbell and chimes choirs from Rideau Park:
Touch of Brass, Grace Notes, La Bell Ensemble, Note-Able Sound, and
Ringing Praise, playing the popular and sacred music of Christmas. Not
to be missed! Freewill offering. For more information, call 613-733-3156
ext. 229, or visit www.rideaupark.ca
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA CHOIR CONCERT: Sunday, December 1 at 3 p.m. at St. Joseph’s Church (Wilbrod and Cumberland). Internationally renowned soprano and Ottawa native Mireille Asselin will
be featured in the upcoming concert by the University of Ottawa Choir
with the Ottawa Chamber Orchestra, in a performance of two great works
of the 20th century: Francis Poulenc’s Gloria and John Rutter’s Magnificat. Musical direction: Donnie Deacon and Robert Filion. The University
of Ottawa Choir is a not-for-profit group of some 65 singers, associated
with the School of Music. An event not to be missed! Tickets $30 ($25 in
advance) $15 students/youth Email: tix@uottawachoir.ca or visit www.
uottawachoir.ca/E-Concerts.php
CAROLS ON ADVENT SUNDAYS: Emmanuel United Church, 691
Smyth Road, bus route #55. Every Sunday in Advent, you are invited
to arrive five minutes early (9:55 AM) to join in singing some of your
favourite carols. We’ll start the service with two carols each week and we
will be taking requests!
December 1 – Lighting the candle of Hope.
See our regular Upcoming Events section inside to check out
what’s happening during the rest of the month!
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Dear Editor:
Re: It Has Taken a While for Jane Berlin and Friends
This interview/article by Courtney Tower in VISTAS November
2019 reminded me of the work of a former Ottawa South neighbour,
Mel Clark, who also rose to action when the NCC wanted to have
housing built on the green space from Heron Road north. It was from
his activity that I learned this space was set aside to be a permanent
memorial to the WWII dead.
I do not have the exact dates when he was active and he is no longer
with us to say, but perhaps some of your readers will remember.
Regards,
Martha Ireland
Re: VISTAS delivery
A phone call ‘Letter to the Editor:’
“I just want to congratulate the delivery girl who delivers the VISTAS.
She’s extremely conscientious and I really appreciate where she puts
the paper in the mailbox rather than have it in the hanging part at the
bottom. She also walks her dog at the same time as she delivers the
VISTAS, which is really nice to see.
“So again, thank you for the great service.
“And I think it’s good to give compliments than always criticisms.
“Take care.”
- Lynn Brennan
Re: Monster Houses and the Destruction of Mature Trees in recent
articles
There were articles about “monster houses” built in the neighbourhood
and threats to Alta Vista’s mature trees in recent issues of VISTAS.
Many of us are concerned by these developments. Now is a perfect
time to contact our mayor and our Councillor Jean Cloutier to
share our views, expectations and even solutions with regard to the
development of the city as a whole, and of our neighbourhood in
particular. The strategic directions for the new Official Plan of the
City of Ottawa will be finalized at the Council meeting of December
11. In the development of this new Official Plan, the city must make
choices regarding land use and supporting infrastructures. I invite
readers of VISTAS, and all residents of Alta Vista, to add their voice
to build a city that is cleaner, safer, healthier and more inclusive!
Ecology Ottawa is doing a “Hold the line” campaign, to preserve
the natural areas and farmland around the city. What does their
recommended 70% intensification target imply for a neighbourhood
like Alta Vista? Get informed, and get involved!
- Marie-Helene Felt

Have your say by writing to Editor@vistas-news.ca

T

VISTAS Vision

he VISTAS community newspaper is in its fourth decade of
production. We aim to provide interesting articles about your
friends, neighbours, activities available in the community, and
items of concern to the Alta Vista area. We encourage involvement
and discussion from our readers and look forward to reading your
emails, letters and submitted articles. Your VISTAS team will do its
utmost to continue to provide a quality newspaper which will be an
enjoyable read for your home.
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EDITORIAL MUSINGS
“Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas!”
By Valda Goudie

I

punched my PIN on the payment pad at a local grocery store saying
“OK” to another crazy grocery bill total. Visa said it was ‘Approved.’
It always amazes me how generous Visa is with my spending habits.
The cashier handed me the receipt with a genuine smile. “Happy
Holidays,” she said.
Before she turned her head to the next customer, I caught her eye.
“Merry Christmas!” I replied meaningfully.
She took a quick look around before answering, “Merry Christmas!”
It was quieter, and the gleam in her eye was conspiratorial.
I nodded and placed the receipt in the closest bag in my cart.
It is Christmas, I thought as I pushed my cart to the parking lot. Why
should voicing “Merry Christmas” be in any way inappropriate?
Christmas is the celebration of the birth of Christ. It’s religious. The
Catholic Encyclopedia says that Christmas is a shortened version of
‘Christ’s mass.’ The word cannot exist without Christ, just as we can’t
as Christians.
The recognition of Christ’s birthday and its official celebration in our
country dates back almost two hundred years before Canada became
Canada. In 1645, French colonists celebrated a midnight Christmas
mass in Quebec City, singing Christmas carols they brought from
France. Records show First Nations celebrated Christmas four years
earlier than this. (The Canadian Encyclopedia.ca)
In a country where numerous passages from the Bible can be found
etched on the walls in our Parliamentary buildings, and the preamble to
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms reads, “Whereas Canada
is founded upon principles that recognize the supremacy of God and
the rule of law,” we have clearly forgotten the Christian heritage of our
nation. Christmas is a national holiday. You don’t even have to claim
to be a Christian to get the day off because our country, as a nation, is
Christian. At least, it was.
Now it seems to be a personal choice if you would like to keep
Christ in Christmas. First, this appeared as the written representation
of “Xmas” and now, apparently, it’s “The Holidays.” Canada Day and
Labour Day are also called holidays. Happy Holidays?
As a teacher, I’ve taught many students whose families did not
celebrate Christmas, but yet they gave me a gift and wished me “Merry
Christmas.” That showed respect for my religious beliefs, even though
they differed from theirs, and it touched my heart.
No, I will always say, “Merry Christmas.” I will say it boldly and
proudly. And if I say it to you, I’d love for you to say it back, even if
Christ is not a close friend of yours.
While these are my own personal ramblings, on behalf of the VISTAS
staff, I would like to extend our warmest wishes to you, our Readers, and
your families. Whether Christmas is a religious celebration or a holiday
to you, we hope you find peace, love and joy during this season, and
you will prioritize the things that are most important, such as spending
time with loved ones.
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NOVEMBER: A Nature Walk

’ll admit, Readers, the past few weeks haven’t held great walking
weather. A soft blanket, a glass of red, and a comfy seat in front
of my electric fireplace have been more tempting than the frosty
outdoors. However, I have received advice which may get me out
tomorrow for a breath of fresh air.
Liz Pickard writes:
I love walking around Grasshopper Hill Park and the Pleasant
Park Woods. This is an off-leash dog park area so you are welcome
to bring your four-legged furry friend along too. The park is
situated between Kilborn and Cunningham Avenues with parking
in both areas.
I have personally enjoyed my
walks to work earlier in the fall
along the River Pathway from
Hospital Link Road to Bank
Street. Each trip had me stopping
to take a photo, whether it was
the scenic river with its beautiful
bridges, the late-blooming
flowers, or the majestic trees
with their coloured leaves.
THIS MONTH’S QUERY: The Best Deal
As we put together our December issue, Christmas-lovers are
decorating their houses, baking cookies, and making shopping
lists. For our first issue of 2020 I’d love to hear about the best
deal you got while out Christmas shopping. What did you buy and
where? What was the recipient’s response? Then settle in for the
winter cold and pay those bills!
Write and tell me about your best
Christmas-shopping deal. Also, feel
free to suggest a Reader’s Voice
topic for an upcoming issue. Editor@
vistas-news.ca

Thank you to our distributors for contributing to our community in
this way. Your help makes VISTAS possible.

VISTAS’ Delivery Schedule
2020

VISTAS Delivery Date

January Issue
February Issue

January 3, 2020
January 31, 2020

Photo credit: Gerri Doherty

Ottawa’s Greenspaces become Whitespaces this November as we break at
least 5 weather records. Record-breaking snowfall and record-breaking cold
encourage ‘Snowbirds’ to migrate earlier rather than later.
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FAMILY MATTERS

VISTAS Volunteer Carriers Needed

Festive Family Fun

For West of Haig

By Kyla Groves
t this time of year many families get caught up with gift buying, food
making, and scheduling of visits for holiday gatherings. The busyness of
the season can take over. Oftentimes, families forget what really needs to be
focused on: Time Spent with Family.
Families can be stressed, both with making sure the holidays run smoothly
and with making time to spend together. Not only do you want to make sure
you spend time together, you must keep in mind that it is an expensive time
of year. Here are some cost efficient and fun activities to do as a family this
holiday season.
Christmas Movie Marathon: Gather everyone in the living room, serve
some popcorn (or other favorite movie snacks) and bundle under some blankets to watch your favorite holiday movies.
Holiday Light Tour: This can be
done in your own neighbourhood or by
traveling around to different neighbourhoods in the city. There are many festive
places and houses to explore. The Parliament Buildings have a light show in
the evenings. Beginning on December 5
through to January 7 there will be a multimedia show on Parliament Hill called
“Christmas Lights across Canada.”
Arts and Crafts: Whether it be holiday-themed or some of your favorite crafts
to do as a family, this is something that
everyone can do together. Some fun ideas
include making popcorn garlands, creating
ornaments, wreath making, building with playdoh, or even just colouring.
Holiday Baking: Grab mixing bowls, spoons and ingredients and start
baking. There are many ideas for great recipes that can be found online, or
maybe you have some traditional recipes? Spending time in the kitchen is a
way to bond with your family. Maybe you can build a gingerbread house together and bake gingerbread people to go with it.
Outdoor Activities: Skating on the canal, going sledding or walking
outside in the forest can be done on a warmer day. Even staying in your own
backyard to build a snow fort together can be fun and challenging. After being
cold outside, head inside to warm up with some hot chocolate and marshmallows together.
Indoor Activities: If the weather is cold and snowy, there are many activities you can also do inside over the holidays. Go to the public library or
visit a museum. All of Ottawa’s museums have certain days or times that are
free – just visit their websites.
Family Game Night: Have each family member pick out their favorite
game from your collection and take turns playing them all!
Volunteer or Donate: As a family you can volunteer or donate to a charity that you choose together. Many organizations will welcome your family
and your gift of time. Giving as a family is a wonderful opportunity to bond.
Volunteering is something meaningful, not only for your family but to many
other families within our community.
At this time of year, with all the lights, seasonal music, and holiday activities,
remember to spend time with those closest to you. Whether it is your partner,
your parents, your children or the special people in your life, dedicate some
time to spend together. Your holidays will be much more joyful.
From all of us at Serenity Renewal for Families, we wish everyone a safe and
happy holiday.

A

Kyla Groves is the Youth Program Coordinator at Serenity Renewal for
Families. Due to popular demand, Photovoice for adolescence will be offered
again in the New Year. This program allows youth to have the opportunity
to explore their feelings through photography. Our organization provides
services for people struggling with addiction, their children and their families.
To learn more or to donate to families in need, call 613-523-5143 or visit www.
serenityrenewal.ca.

• Abbey & Balfour, 56 papers
• Anoka, 34 papers
• Bloor, Penhill, Crestwood, 56
papers
• Chomley, 40 papers
• Edge Hill, 58 papers
• Grasmere, 39 papers
• Juno, 38 papers

• Lynda Lane & Oxbow, 19
papers
• Norway, 22 papers
• Pleasant Park (Alta Vista to
Fairbanks), 42 papers
• Pleasant Park (Lynda Lane to
Garden Plots), 25 papers
• Portland, 24 papers

For East of Haig
Adams
Arch
Audrey
Avenue N
Avenue P

Crane
Cross
Dakota
Dauphin
Devon

Goren
Haig
Halifax
Halstead
Hamlet

Avenue Q

Dickens

Harding

Avenue R

Dorval

Hastings

Avenue S
Avenue T
Avenue U

Drew
Dunelm
Dwellingham

Heaton
Howland
Hutton

Balharrie
Bingham
Blackstone

Dwight
Edgecombe
Edmond

Joliffe
Keats
Magnus

Botsford
Botsford South
Browning
Canterbury
(Kilborn to
Halifax)
Carnegie
Caverley

Elderfield
Ellen
Elsett
Emslie

Martha
Maywood
Melford
Monteith

Raglan
Russell
Samuel
Sandra
Saunderson
(Halifax to
Pleasant Park)
Saunderson
(Pleasant Park to
Smyth)
Saunderson
(Smyth to
Halstead)
Shamir
Shelley
Smyth (Dauphin
to Russell)
Sonata
Southvale
St Laurent
(Walkley to
Russell)
Susan
Tawney
Tupper
Urbandale

Naples
Nerta

Valley
Weston

Chadburn
Chapman
Chaucer
Circle

Erinbrook
Fairdale
Fife
Fleming
Foley
Folkstone
Furby

Weyburn
Wingate

Connery

Gill

Olympia
Orchid
Othello
Pleasant Park
Plesser
Portage

Cornish

Glendevon

Pullen

December 4 is National Cookie Day.
Get out your baking sheets and mix up a batch!
Or buy some ready-to-eat cookies. Enjoy!
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OUR PEOPLE
Stone Walls and Stonewalling:
			
Michael’s Two Worlds
By Courtney Tower
n Michael Kilpatrick’s world, stone walls, all sorts of walls, are
building blocks that he works with every day as a house-landscape
designer. Stonewalling, though,
is his other world – stonewalling
is what he has had from the City
for 11 years thus far of trying to
help waterlogged homeowners
at one end of Grasshopper Hill
Park.
Kilpatrick has interceded
unsuccessfully with two ward
councillors (Peter Hume and
Jean Cloutier), with their staffs,
with City people in charge
of culverts, ditches, drains,
managing water flows, to no
avail. It’s among the less-thansuccessful projects the Parks
and Green Space Committee
of the Alta Vista Community
Association has tried on with
the City. Kilpatrick is president
Photo credit: Gerri Doherty
of that committee.
“Unfortunately, we don’t get a lot of love,” from City Hall and its
councillors, he says ruefully.

I

Sump Pumps
		
and Standing Water
“The water issue is the main current sticking point,” Kilpatrick says.
Years ago, at the bottom end of what now is Grasshopper Hill Park,
adjacent to the backyards of Thessaly Circle, the area was farmland
punctured by ditches dug to drain off the waters that always collected
in spring, fall and during prolonged rains. The farmers’ ditches ran into
a collector ditch and through a culvert to be dispensed in a City storm
sewer.
The area became National Capital Commission (NCC) land, then the
City’s in 1998.
“The drainage ditches were never maintained and lost their function;
the culvert is collapsing and the water gathering there now is eroding
the land around it, including neighbours’ backyards,” Kilpatrick says.
“When the farmers maintained the ditches, the houses adjacent were
kept dry,” he adds. “Now, after 40 years of neglect, homes have water
problems, some severe, some with standing water in the backyards.
Some have sump pumps going pretty much 24 hours a day, year-long.”
“I’ve had years of meetings, of stalling, of not answering e-mails, of
disregarding a solution plan that we produced.”
“It’s so simple and cheap. The plugged-up ditches are still there. You
don’t need any new study or engineering plan or big expenditure on
the City’s books. Just send in a man and a backhoe to clean out those
ditches. Repair the culvert leading to the City’s drains. It would cost a
very few thousand dollars and not many thousands as councillor staff
once suggested.”
Kilpatrick shares a home with a partner on Cunningham Avenue near
Thessaly Circle, a 1954 bungalow bordered by flowers and high grasses
front and back – the back a vista of plants and trees and lawn backing
onto Grasshopper Hill Park’s own trees and plants. This is seen through
the huge windows of the living-dining area, a place of light and comfort
and, incidentally, a dining room table also designed by Kilpatrick.

I Try Hard
		
to Keep the Trees
“I do a lot of renovations of houses, and I like to design not just the
houses, but their landscapes and even, occasionally, furniture for them,”
he says. “I struggle, always, to keep their trees; to fit the renovated
homes into the treed settings.”
Michael Kilpatrick, born 59 years ago in Newmarket, just north of
Toronto, came early to his interest in community endeavours and in old
homes. His father was a high school vice-principal and later principal,
his mother a nurse and later hospital head of nursing (Carleton Place
Hospital). His childhood was “in a huge old brick pile of a house with
a hidden staircase and fireplace mantels that flipped up to reveal hidden
compartments.”
“My parents always were deeply involved in community affairs,
mostly in the background,” he says. “I’m like my mother, who preferred
always to be behind the scenes, planning, organizing, making sure
everyone showed up. She was a soft organizer; never cracked the whip.”
The family moved to Almonte, where his father was high school
principal, his mother commuted to Carleton Place, and Michael and
his sister and brother spent teenaged years. He went on to Ryerson
Polytechnic Institute (now Ryerson University) for a BA in Applied Arts
(Interior Design) and to Carleton University for an architecture degree.
While he worked at various companies over the years, Kilpatrick has
been operating on his own, from his home, for the last several decades.
He designs new homes but also and, more to his liking, renovates homes,
with projects going on here, in Nova Scotia and in British Columbia at
the moment. By choice, rarely are these projects the huge new houses,
so-called monster houses, proliferating today. “To me they look as
if somebody took a picture of a standard house, put the picture on a
photocopier and enlarged it by 35 percent. It just looks like a bigger
version of the same old housing.”
“And, too often, they cut down the huge trees on their lots. I don’t
know why they do that. The trees make all the difference, providing
grace and beauty rather than a soulless presence.”
Pennies
		
in The Corners
Talking of how “we get to be able to read an older home,” Kilpatrick
notes that the Colonel By stone masons and others who built houses
along the Ottawa Valley “would put pennies in the corners of their
buildings. It was a way of dating a building. We find a lot of pennies
when renovating houses from the late 1890s to the 1930s and 40s, or
sometimes wads of horsehair used as insulation, as well as, once, a
sword in its scabbard.”
It’s easy to see that love of job is what Michael Kilpatrick exudes.
He’d love his Community Association role more too, without the
exasperation of the tussles with City Hall.
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OUR PEOPLE
Dynamic Sister Duo Publish and Launch Book #3
By Valda Goudie

A

t the age of 8 years, Valérie LeVasseur wrote and published her first
book, A Little Girl Suffers from Cancer. Inspired by a friend who
battled cancer and the memory of her own grandmother’s struggle, she
poured her emotions into the written word to create a heart-warming
story and recipes she wished to share. Valérie then sold the copies of her
book to raise money for the CHEO Foundation.
Sophie, her older sister, was 11 when she wrote and compiled a book
about the battle of Vimy Ridge with her father Gilles LeVasseur, a
University of Ottawa professor. Her interest in the topic was sparked
with the knowledge that her great grandfather served on the battlefields
of the First World War as a postman.
The book, entitled Vimy: The Duty of a Soldier and of a Country,
contains a letter from Sophie to her great-grandfather, Leo Labonte, in
which she thanks him for his service during the First World War.
“Your experience of this war is an act of bravery and engagement
toward all of us. You had to manage the noise of guns and bombs, fear
and misery in the trenches, as well as wounds of war and death itself.
I am grateful for your accomplishments on the battlefield, where you
brought support and comfort to the troops. Your actions have served
Canada, and you have served this country well.” Sophie’s pride in her
great grandfather is evident.
Published in both official languages, the book has been provided to
and acknowledged by, among others, the Governor General, Queen
Elizabeth, the Prince of Wales, the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge,
the Premier of Ontario, and the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario.
If you aren’t already impressed by these young authors and their
achievements, add to their résumé the fact that both books were published
with their own publishing firm, Valérie and Sophie Publishing Inc. and
that both girls are active in their community raising money for the
homeless and disadvantaged and volunteering in their church and other
youth organizations. Sophie also visits schools and talks to students
about how to write a book and how to start a small business like the
publishing company that she and her sister Valerie operate. Both girls
enjoy sports and play on competitive teams.
This
love
of
sports has led to
the
collaborative
authorship of their
third book, The
Ottawa
Senators
Story, The Triumph
of Determination.
This book, written
with their parents,
looks back at some
of the highlights of
hockey history in Canada. Written again in both official languages, their
latest book was launched on November 14 at City Hall. Among those
in attendance were the Mayor, Jim Watson, and the new Minister Mona
Fortier.
Sophie and Valérie are currently working on another book to be
launched on October 11, 2020 as The International Day of the Girl by
the United Nations. The book is the result of 100 interviews of the most
remarkable women in Canada, guiding young girls about the needs
and challenges they face while promoting girls’ empowerment and the
fulfillment of their human rights.
VISTAS will continue to keep an eye on our own Alta Vista dynamic
sister duo. We look forward to seeing what is next on the horizon for
them, even before they graduate from high school!
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New proposed Airbnb Regulations: Who Wins and Who
Loses?

T

By Valda Goudie

his article was written in response to the following Letter to the
Editor:
One article that would be a call to action,
is one on Air B&B. There was a house that
burned down on Baffin that apparently was
one of these set-ups, and I don’t think the
owner lived in it. The City is supposedly
trying to put some measures in place that
will put restrictions on these. For example,
the owner should live in the house, there
should be a licence required and I would
think an inspection for fire and safety. Look into it. Do we want Alta
Vista to become cheap and cheerful mini-hotels????
You pull into your driveway after your weekly grocery run and notice
a strange car in the neighbour’s driveway. As you open the trunk to
retrieve your bags, another glance reveals a second car parked next to
the first.
This is the second weekend in a row. You try to control the scowl that
overtakes your face. You don’t want your father’s frown lines.
As you struggle with balancing the bags and closing the tailgate, the
door to your neighbour’s house opens and four young people pour out,
two guys and two gals. They are laughing loudly, although you can
barely hear them over the music blaring through the open door. You
picture the gas meter spinning wildly as the furnace tries to keep the
house heated with the side open to the winter elements.
Your feet are rooted to the spot behind your car as they too open the
backs of their vehicles and unload duffle bags and boxes of beer. They
already seem a little unsteady. And it’s only five o’clock.
One of the girls waves at you and you nod, because your mother
taught you to be mannerly, but the friendly smile doesn’t quite make it
to your lips. You look away and focus on making your legs move in the
direction of your own front door.
By the time you’ve laid down your bags, found your keys, and
unlocked the door, the foursome has gone inside. While the door is now
firmly closed, the music and raised voices are not contained. You try not
to let it upset you. Your house is well insulated. You’re not likely to hear
anything once you’re inside.
You almost forget the temporary neighbours as you prepare dinner.
Darkness has settled outside as you sit down with your meal. The winter
evenings are long and depressing.
Suddenly, a set of headlights brightens your quiet street. A vehicle
pulls up next to the curb outside of your house, and you push your
curtain aside just enough to see four more young people spill out
carrying bottles and six-packs. Two additional cars park on the other
side of the street despite the no parking signs posted there. More loud,
giggling party-goers – because this is now clearly a party.
You turn down your TV and open your front door when everyone has
gone inside. The beat of the music pulsates, creating the illusion that the
house itself has become a living thing – something to fear. You shiver,
but not from the frigid night air.
You lock the door. Both locks. You take your phone out of its cradle
and hold it tightly. The police are only three numbers away. What if the
party gets out of hand and someone starts a fire like that place on Baffin?
What if someone has a weapon and a fight breaks out? Someone could
get shot like those two guys in that Nepean Airbnb.

You take your book to your bedroom, the room farthest from the house
next door. You will not sleep tonight. You might as well enjoy a good
book.
How would you like to be that neighbour?
While opening your home as an Airbnb can bring in a few extra
dollars, there are many risks associated with such a venture; one of the
least being your unhappy neighbours.
The City of Ottawa has proposed new rules to restrict the number of
Airbnb and short-term rentals to primary residences. This bylaw would
require anyone running an Airbnb to prove that the home is their primary
residence and not an investment property.
Renters would also have to apply for a permit, costing them $100
every two years. This would certainly cut into the savings of staying in
an Airbnb instead of a hotel.
Councillor Mathieu Fleury, speaking with CBC News states, “The
cohesiveness of the neighbourhood falls apart when you have too much
of these. Neighbours knowing neighbours, speaking to one another,
working together as a community.”
As in the fictional story above, Airbnb properties are often used as
party houses. It’s an affordable venue for a get-together, when everyone
chips in, and no one has to pay for a ride home.
The shooting in a Nepean Airbnb was not fictional. Two men were
brought to the hospital a few weeks ago with gunshot wounds obtained
during an after-party in a two-storey brick home on Benson Street.
Investigators believe it was being rented as an Airbnb. Neighbours
called it a “ghost hotel” and demanded the city to do more than just shut
it down.
If the bylaw passes, property owners will only be allowed to rent out
one home at a time, but cottages or vacation homes outside the urban
boundary will be exempt from that rule; a win for Airbnb owners.
But who really wins? The neighbours. Let’s go back to the days when
you greeted everyone on your street by name and felt comfortable asking
for a cup of sugar!
If you do consider using an Airbnb as a short-term rental, there are
suggestions and words of caution available online. There is even a
website called airbnbhell.com. Be informed, and be respectful to the
neighbours who do not benefit financially from the endeavour.
Sources:
www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/airbnb-hosts-city-rulesconcerned-1.5352764
www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/nepean-shooting-airbnb-1.5328126
www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/ottawa-airbnb-rules-staffreport-1.5349027
A note of interest: a search on the Airbnb website for homes in
‘Alta Vista, Ottawa’ which would accommodate 10 people showed 41
properties. However, there are listings for the Byward Market and the
Glebe, so the “Alta Vista” boundary is fuzzy.
A word of caution to Airbnb guests:
www.airbnbhell.com/word-caution-airbnb-guests
Tips for first-time users:
travel.hostfully.com/30-airbnb-tips-for-first-timers-96c2a2744c8f
Neighbour stories:
www.airbnbhell.com/airbnb-neighbor-stories
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WRENS WAY Honours Women in WWII
By Courtney Tower
t is to be called WRENS Way, honouring women who served in the
Canadian Navy in World War Two but also those who served in the
army and air force and as nurses overseas.
Wrens Way will be the new name for what now is called the Heron
Corridor, chosen after a contest run by the Alta Vista Community
Association (AVCA) and announced November 6.
The name was chosen from 58 submissions of proposed names, judged
by a committee of five citizens headed by former Governor General
David Johnston.
The next step is for the AVCA’s Parks and Greenspace committee to
apply to City Hall to have the name changed, “an ongoing effort over
the winter months,” said Michael Kilpatrick, chair of the committee.
The AVCA has not yet come to a final decision on just how to implant
the name on the territory, although a stone marker and bronze plaque is
likely to be erected at the north end of Heron Corridor along Kilborn
Avenue and leading up to Orlando Park.
Alta Vista resident Teresa LeGrand of Cavendish Road, whose Wrens
Way submission was chosen by the judges, has suggested other markers
be located in the park as well to recognize for strollers and dog walkers
and visitors the service of all the female forces in the Second World War.
The Wrens, as they popularly were known, actually the Women’s Royal
Canadian Naval Service (WRCNS), were the last women’s division to
be created in the war. They followed the CWACs (Canadian Women’s
Army Corps, the Royal Canadian Air Force – Women’s Division
(RCAF-WD), and the first of them all, the Nursing Sisters created in
World War One (Bluebirds).
A “Living Memorial” as Once Intended
Although Wrens Way is the chosen new name, it honours as well
the other women’s divisions who served, Teresa LeGrand said in her
submission. She would have, apart from the main plaque, others located
in the park “to commemorate each of the noted divisions, (along with)
birdhouses to encourage bluebirds and wrens to nest in the greenspace
as part of the living memorial. Other habitat modifications to attract
birds could also be added to the project.”
As LeGrand said, “the women in these services performed essential
duties in the war effort and many lost their lives.” She said the new
name would be “an appropriate way to bring together the memorial
aspect with the preservation and enjoyment of natural habitat within the
City of Ottawa.”
It was the “living memorial” aspect
of the contest terms of reference
given the judges that is represented
by the new proposed name.
Building and rebuilding Ottawa
as “a living memorial” to the
Canadian dead in World War II was
what the Government of Canada
commissioned French urban planner
Jacques Greber to envision in his notable post-war report and plan for
the National Capital.
“The change in name will (also) mark a return to the concept of
Canada’s Capital Greenbelt being a living memorial to ‘Canadians who
lost their lives in the service of their country during the Second World
War,’” said the AVCA’s Kilpatrick. The quote within a quote is from
page 261 of the Greber Report.
As City Hall approval is sought for the name change, the AVCA is
raising money “for the erection of the naming plaque and other possible
statuary markers,” the Parks and Greenspace committee said. It adds:
“You can donate to this very worthwhile endeavour by going to https://
www.gofundme.com/f/constructing-a-monument.”

I

The fund seeks $5,000.

Ottawa Jumps into Another Professional Sport Next Spring

By Valda Goudie
h, the cute little hopping bunnies we see in the pet stores. But, don’t
be fooled, rabbits can do more than just hop. They can jump quite
high. The white-tailed jackrabbit can leap up to 5 m (16 ft). And they’re
speedy too, as anyone familiar with Bugs Bunny would know, running
up to 55 km/hr. Jumping ability and speed are both desirable attributes
for a competitive game of basketball.
Next spring, we will see
if the newest professional
team in the Canadian Elite
Basketball League live up to
their namesake. The Ottawa
BlackJacks will begin play
at TD Place in May 2020.
Hopefully, their strategy will
match those of big winners at
the BlackJack tables as well.
We’ll wait and see before
placing any bets, considering
the last professional team
only lasted one season.

O

Go, BlackJacks, go!
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Heroes of the Heron Emergency Food Centre

Plain Cigarette Packaging in Canada: A Step in the
Wrong Direction?

By Lynn Sherwood
his past September an organization called FeedOntario, a coalition
of Ontario food banks, released a report which revealed that the
highest per capita percentage use of food banks in Ontario was OttawaVanier. The second highest in this city, and fifth highest in Ontario was
our own Ottawa South.
For most of us living in this lovely, green and tree-filled neighbourhood
this fact is a bit of a shock. Food insecurity in Alta Vista? Preposterous.
When we think of food insecurity, we think of starving children in
Africa, not children going to bed hungry in Ottawa South.
We are a diverse community of well-educated, affluent professionals;
government workers, university professors, doctors, retired diplomats.
As we fixate on our own busy lives, we don’t see the bewildered
refugees, the new Canadians, the
physical, mentally and emotionally
disabled folk on fixed income and
other struggling members of our very
complex community. Poverty and
food insecurity are huge, yet largely
invisible issues.
Our Heroes for December are the
Members of St. Thomas the Apostle
Anglican Church on Alta Vista
Drive, who are attempting to increase
awareness about the problems our
neighbours face; to bridge the gap
between affluence and desperation in this community in an innovative
fashion. On Wednesday October 23, they hosted a free dinner at Heron
Road Community Center for anyone who wanted to come. The dinner
was held in the well-equipped Community Kitchen next to Heron
Emergency Food Centre, on a Wednesday night, from 5:30 to 7:30,
because the HEFC is open for families from 6 to 8 p.m. on Wednesdays.
All who were waiting for food were invited.
Volunteers from St. Thomas brought fruit, salads, casseroles, and
desserts including the Canadian potluck standbys, macaroni and cheese
and shepherd’s pie, as well as middle
eastern food (baklava, yum!) and a
Caribbean curry. Six students from
St Pat’s High school volunteered to
help serve as part of their required
volunteer hours, as well as our
local political representatives, Jean
Cloutier, John Fraser and David
McGuinty. In addition to clients of
HEFC, random people visiting the
community centre for meetings,
the health club, and sports events
as well as Heron Community Centre staff, and volunteers at HEFC
were encouraged to attend, sit down together and share a meal. Over 80
people participated.
What a wonderful way to create a sense of community, to break down
barriers between us, and to help us get to know our neighbours, sharing
food and company on a cold evening! While this was the first event of
this nature, we hope it will not be the last. Many guests at the dinner
asked when the next one would be held. St Thomas is ruminating on the
idea of holding an ethnic dinner, with volunteers bringing dishes from
“back home” to share together. We hope they have initiated a trend in
our community. Thank you to the volunteers at St Thomas.
To learn more about food insecurity issues in this city, look into the
Ottawa Food Bank Hunger Report https://www.ottawafoodbank.ca/
hunger-in-ottawa/ottawa-hunger-reports/

T

By Emile Therien

O

n November 9, federal government regulations stripped
cigarette packages of logos and distinctive signs. The notion
is that bland, colourless packaging will have less appeal for
consumers, especially among young people.
However, plain packaging ignores the huge contraband business
in illegal cigarettes. According to a report from Ontario’s Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health, contraband, supplied by
organized crime, is now the No. 1 source of cigarettes for youth,
followed closely by family and friends. Smokers have access to
illegal cigarettes at prices much lower than ones that are legally
sold. And the government’s costly efforts at combating this hugely
profitable, fast growing and illegal business continues to sputter,
with no real solutions in sight.
A quick-fix mentality pervades society. It affects personal
expectations, business practices, and public policy. Unfortunately,
quick fixes often sacrifice long-term progress for short-term
actions, without doing anything to address the underlying causes.
Too often, they may also have unforeseen consequences. When it
comes to public health, quick fix solutions – taken without proper
consideration – usually create new problems. Plain packaging will
divert resources and attention away from proven measures and
personal interventions that actually can make a difference.
If we are to reduce the incidence of smoking in Canada, what we
need are smart solutions that aim for long-term care improvements.
Based on credible research and analysis of the situation/problem
as a whole, they must take into account human
psychology, cost effectiveness, and potential
benefits. Let’s start by understanding what
motivates people, and especially young people,
to smoke. Programs that address the behaviour
are far more likely to work. Psychological
messaging should take precedence over higher
prices, health warnings and plain packaging!
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MAYOR’S REPORT: Taking Care of Our Most
Vulnerable Residents During the Holidays
By Jim Watson, Mayor, City of Ottawa
he holiday season is an occasion to reflect on the past year; take a
moment to count our blessings and find opportunities to help those
less fortunate than us.
But the holidays can also be a hard time for those living in poverty,
in temporary housing and shelters or even on our streets. Like many
Canadian cities, Ottawa has been experiencing a high demand for
emergency housing. Our local shelters are struggling, and the low
vacancy rate of under 1.6% makes it hard for individuals and families to
find adequate housing.
City Council is committed to helping our most vulnerable residents
and to providing safe and affordable housing for all. Last year, we
invested $15 million to build new affordable housing in Ottawa, the first
investment of this magnitude in the City’s history. This unprecedented
investment allowed us to approve the building of 266 new affordable
units. I am pleased that we will be repeating this investment with Budget
2020 by investing an additional $15 million into affordable housing.
Further to securing safe
and affordable housing,
many families are also
struggling to make ends
meet and to put food on their
tables, particularly during
this time of year. In Ottawa
alone, more than 39,000
people visit an emergency
food bank program every
month. This holiday season,
I urge you to lend a helping
hand to those less fortunate
in our city.

T

Each year, several Food Drives are organized across the city in support
of the Ottawa Food Bank, including:
• The 35th annual OC Transpo/Loblaw Christmas Food Drive on Saturday,
November 30
• The CTV Morning Live’s Holiday Helpers Food Drive on Thursday,
December 5
• My 19th Annual Christmas Celebration at City Hall on Saturday,
December 7
• CBC’s Project Give on Friday, December 13

In addition to these food drives, you can fill donation boxes with
canned and non-perishable items at several City of Ottawa facilities,
local schools, workplaces or community centres, or make a monetary
donation to the Ottawa Food Bank by visiting www.ottawafoodbank.
ca/donate. I invite you to support the various food drives in our city by
donating non-perishable items such as peanut butter, pasta, rice, tomato
sauce, canned and packaged soups, any canned food items, baby food
and formula and diapers. Visit www.OttawaFoodBank.ca to consult the
Ottawa Food Bank’s calendar of events and find out where you can
donate.
Last year, your generosity helped the Ottawa Food Bank collect and
distribute hundreds of thousands of food and non-perishable items and
thousands in cash and food vouchers to those in need during the holiday
season. Together, let’s try to make an even bigger impact this year.
I am proud to support the Ottawa Food Bank each year and hope that
you will join the City in spreading a little bit of holiday spirit. Every
donation, whether big or small, goes a long way in helping the most
vulnerable in our community.
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COMMUNITY EVENTS
Ottawa Christmas Cheer: Miracle and Sippin’ Santa

M

By John Roth

iracle, the beloved holiday-pop up bar serving nostalgic cocktails,
and Sippin’ Santa, the tiki-extension of Miracle are both coming
to Ottawa for the first time ever this holiday season.
Ottawa’s Savoy Brasserie will transform into
a Christmas wonderland as Miracle at Savoy,
with nostalgic holiday décor and a signature
cocktail menu with cocktails including
Christmapolitan, Run Run Rudolph, and the
newly created SanTaRex cocktail, served in
a stand out bright green Tyrannosaurus Rex
ceramic mug – because even dinosaurs are
getting into the holiday spirit. The restaurant
will be open daily for breakfast/lunch service.
Miracle at Savoy has partnered with local charity, The Salvation Army
Toy Mountain this holiday season and will be donating $1 for every
drink sold.
Sippin’ Santa will open for the first time ever at The Standard as Sippin’
Santa at The Standard in Ottawa November 26 through December 24.
The bar will be transformed this holiday season with a twist, full of
tiki-style and Christmas décor. Sippin’ Santa’s signature cocktail menu
includes on-theme named cocktails created by Tiki-connoisseur Jeff
“Beachbum” Berry such as the Kris Kringle Colada and the Christmas
Eve Destruction. Also new this year, the Jingle Bowl, a festive shareable
large format rum punch served in a bowl resembling a hot tub, complete
with Santa and his Reindeer taking a boozy soak. Sippin’ Santa at The
Standard is excited to partner this season with local charity, CHEO
Foundation in donating $1 from every Sippin’ Santa Cocktail sold
during the duration of the pop-up. This location will also offer a special
25% off code for Lyft rides to and from all the tiki cheer.
New this year, guests at participating locations are invited to join
Miracle in breaking the Largest Ugly Sweater Party, so grab your gang
and don your ugliest sweater on Monday December 2.
Locations around the country, including Sippin’ Santa at Ricardo’s
Hideaway, will also be selling holiday mugs featured on the signature
cocktail menu with 10% of all sales donated to Action Against Hunger,
making the perfect gift that keeps on giving.
Miracle at Savoy (Savoy Brasserie), 334 Richmond Rd, Ottawa,
ON K1Z 5C7, Canada
Sippin’ Santa at The Standard (The Standard), 360 Elgin St,
Ottawa, ON K2P 1M8, Canada

Christmas Glow Illuminates Ottawa this Holiday Season
World’s largest indoor Christmas festival lights up Canada from coast
to coast

O

TTAWA, ON (October 24, 2019) – Let it GLOW! The world’s largest
indoor Christmas festival, Glow, will soon illuminate Ottawa with the
twinkle of over a million lights. Coming to Ottawa for the first time, Glow
will be set inside the EY Centre from Thursday, December 5, 2019, through
Saturday, January 4, 2020. Visitors can escape the winter elements and enjoy
family-friendly and festive holiday activities while they laugh, stroll and play
in the lighted displays and interactive exhibits stretching over thousands of
square feet.
The festive “Glow Around the World” theme invites visitors to follow Santa
on his journey to deliver presents in six different countries! “Glow combines
our family’s love of the holiday season and travelling.
Visitors will explore lighted trails, stroll through festive city streets and
marvel at illuminated historical landmarks as they discover themed rooms in
China, India, Holland, Mexico, France and England. Using their own Glow
“passport” visitors will collect stamps from each country and earn a prize for
visiting them all.
So often we travel for the holiday season, and visiting Christmas Glow is
like taking an international trip without leaving your own city,” said Lawrence
Jansen, CEO of Glow Gardens. “Glow Ottawa’s unique appeal comes from
displaying cultural and historical illuminated structures from China, India,
Holland, Mexico, France and England. We’ve also captured the community
essence by using local vendors for the marketplace, food and beverage options,
and engaging local charities, organizations and entertainers.” Complementing
the international theme, visitors will also be delighted by larger-than-life
reindeer, a family sleigh for photos, twinkling icicle lights -- and of course,
Santa and his workshop. Some attractions, like the bouncy reindeer farm, were
designed for children, but features like the LED swings, hopscotch and the
entertainment lineup appeal to all ages. While enjoying live music, visitors
are invited to kick back with seasonal beverages at the licensed bars. Another
highlight will be the pop-up marketplace featuring unique gifts and decorations
from local vendors and artists. It’s the fun and joyful experience of an outdoor
holiday market and festival hosted inside a warm and spacious venue.
Visitors can save 20% on selected tickets and 30% on seasons passes, while
tickets last, at www.glowgardens.com.
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Alta Vista Public Library

Exam Cram! Welcome high school students! Beat exam stress in the comfort of the
library. Questions? Ask library staff—we’re here to help! During OPL’s Teen Exam
Cram time, we will be setting aside our rooms as special study space, just for you. Best
of luck on your exams!
ADULT PROGRAMS

Alta Vista Public Library December
Succursale Alta Vista Branch is located at 2516 Alta Vista Drive. Registration
for all programs requires a valid OPL library card for each registrant. For
more information, please call 613-580-2940, ext. 30426.
The Library will be closed on December 25, 26 and January 1.
PROGRAMS FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
Movie Matinée: Monday, December 23, 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Looking for something to do during the Winter Holidays? Come on in and watch free,
family friendly mini-movies in French and in English. Drop-in
Lego® & Ozobots Block Party: Tuesday, December 24, 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Building Boom: come in during the holiday and show off your architectural creativity
with Lego® and with Ozobots. For the whole family. Drop-in
Game On! Friday, December 27, 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Looking for something to do during the Winter Holidays? Come to the library for 4
hours of gaming fun! You will be able to play some classic games (ex: Monopoly,
Chess, Guess Who?) and also learn some new card & board games. For the whole
family, drop-in.
Gingerbread Fun: Monday, December 30, 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Are you looking for something fun to do during the Holidays? Come to the library for
some Gingerbread Fun activities! The challenge is to consider how to get a gingerbread
person safely across the river. For ages 0-6 and a parent or caregiver. Drop-in.
Escape Room: “Escape the year 2020!” Monday, December 31, 10:30 a.m. to 11:15
a.m., 11:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., 1:00 p.m. to 1:45 p.m.
Oh no! The library staff went home for the holidays, and you got locked in the library!
You have 45 minutes to escape the library’s program room…and possibly the year
2020 too! Good luck! For ages 12-17. Online registration required.

BOOK CLUBS
Book Banter
Share the enjoyment of good books in a relaxed atmosphere. Join us for discussions on
the first Thursday of every month from 2 to 3 p.m.
December 5, 2019 The End We Start With by Megan Hunter
January 2, 2020 Tell it to the Trees by Anita Rau Badami
Sleuth Hounds Mystery Book Club
Share the enjoyment of good mysteries in a relaxed atmosphere. Join us for discussions
on the third Thursday of every month 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
December 19, 2019 Planning meeting and wrap-up
January 16, 2020 Police Procedural, Lynda La Plante, Anna Travis series
Infusions littéraires
Partagez avec nous le plaisir des livres dans une ambiance détendue. Joignez-vous à
nous pour une discussion. De 14h à 15h.
Le lundi 16 décembre L’archipel d’une autre vie d’Andrëi Makine
Le lundi 20 janvier Le plus bel endroit du monde est ici de Francesca Miralles &
Care Santos
CONVERSATION GROUPS
French Conversation Group-beginner
Practice your French language conversation skills and meet new friends in a relaxed
and friendly environment. No registration required.
Mondays, January 6 to June 22, 4:45 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Groupe de conversation en français (intermediate): Improve your spoken French
in a relaxed setting. This group is for those at an intermediate level. No registration
required.
Tuesdays, January 7 to June 23, 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

CHILDREN’S BILINGUAL PROGRAMS
STORYTIMES
Babytime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies and a parent or caregiver. 0 to18 months. No
registration required. *Session 1: Mondays, January 13 to February 10, 10:30 a.m. to
11 a.m.

English Conversation Group: Practice your English language conversation skills
and meet new friends in a relaxed and friendly environment. No registration required.
Two groups: Monday’s group and Tuesday’s group.
Mondays, January 6 to June 22, 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Tuesdays, January 7 to June 23, 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
OTHER ADULT PROGRAMS

Family Storytime

Whoa, Backup! Effective Strategies for Keeping your Computer Files Safe

Stories, rhymes, and songs for all ages and a parent or caregiver. No registration
required. *Session 1: Tuesdays, January 14 to February 18, 10:30 a.m. to 11:05 a.m.

Think about everything that is on your computer; videos of the grandkids playing in a
park, photos of your trip to Patagonia (lucky you!), tax records, emails… Now think
about whether those files exist anywhere else. If the answer is no, you need to think
about backup. You could lose data due to viruses, fire, theft, tornado, hard disk failure,
making an unintended change to a file, or a wayward finger deleting a file rather than
copying it. Chris Taylor, President of the Ottawa PC Users’ Group will discuss various
ways you can ensure your important data survives any catastrophe.

Toddlertime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies and a parent or caregiver. 18 to 36 months. No
registration required. *Session 1: Thursdays, January 15 to February 19, 10:30 a.m.
to 11 a.m.

Wednesday, December 4 from 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Lego Block Party
Create and build with Lego! Ages 6 to 12. No registration required. Wednesdays,
December 4, January 15 to February 19, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
PD Day Fun: Friday, January 24, 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
No school today? Come to the library for gaming fun! There will be Wii gaming,
puzzles and various board games. For the whole family. Drop-in
After-school Teen Gaming: Fridays, January 10, February 7 and 21, March 6, April
3 and 17, 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Learn to play Dungeons and Dragons! We’re playing
using 5th Generation Rules and the D&D phone app – no previous experience required.
For ages 13-17, in English. Drop-in.
Reading Buddies: Saturdays, January 18, February 1 and 29, 1:30 p.m. to 2 p.m., 2:15
p.m. to 2:45 p.m., 3:00 to 3:30 p.m. This program aims to help children practice and
improve their reading skills in English or in French! Children will receive 30-minute
individualized reading help and encouragement. Ages 6-12, registration required at the
library’s Children’s Hub.

HEALTH
Prenatal Classes - Ottawa Public Health
Prenatal Class offered by Ottawa Public Health (OPH). A public health nurse will lead
this mini-series of three small group sessions. Only one parent must register but both
are welcome.
Session 1. Birth Basics-Confidence & Comfort.
Session 2: Breastfeeding Basics-Tips & Techniques.
Session 3: Baby Basics-Preparing for Parenthood.
*No Thursday class in December
Saturdays, December 7, 14, 21; 10:15 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
Thursdays, January 2, 9, 16; 6:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
Saturdays, January 4, 11, 18; 10:15 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
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Alta Vista Public School
Trip to Heron Emergency Food Center

By Malaika and Rayana, students at Alta Vista Public School

O

n Tuesday, November 5, ten grade 7 students
from Alta Vista had a special trip. We walked
over to the Ottawa Heron Emergency Food Center
and delivered kindness bags.
The World-Changing Kids organization had
made kindness bags out of t-shirts. Each bag had a
stuffy, a bracelet, a book, and a toy.
We asked the people waiting outside the Food
Bank if they had any children in their family or
any children they know who they wanted to give a
kindness bag to. When we gave them the kindness
bags, and they were really happy. The books were
really popular!
We got to have a tour of the food bank and how it
looked inside and we realised that they sorted out the food by expiration
dates. It was really interesting.
When we came back we discussed more ways that we could help
people like:
•Making a bookshelf with free books to put inside the food center.
•Creating a little community center spot for donations
•Making a band to raise money
•Raising money to help the food bank
We will let you know what we decide to do!

Grammie D visits EF7A

By Bassem, Annika, and Neva, students at Alta Vista Public School

O

n Wednesday, November 6, we welcomed Grammie D to our grade
7 classroom to teach us some drama activities.
Grammie D always starts with a warm up and a few games to get us
ready for the whole class. We played a grouping game called Atoms,
and that’s what we normally do when she comes. The game was a good
experience for the new students in our class because they have never
had her as a presenter before.
Then we did a dance competition in groups, and it was good to get
more active. Her lessons were in English, and later we did do some
drama with our French teacher. Grammie D is very patient with the
class, and she is very kind. She had a good way to make the class be quiet
or behave – she would stop and stay there until we would cooperate,
because she knew that we did not want to miss Drama. She let us have
a bit more fun in the day.
Whenever she comes, it feels like something magical is happening
and we are overjoyed. When she’s done her activities, we feel grateful
that she has come to our school to work with us in drama. Grammie D’s
visit was very cool and fun!
For unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given; And the government will be upon His shoulder. And His name will be called
Wonderful, Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of
Peace. Isaiah 9:6 (KJV)

Kwanzaa 2019 in Canada will begin on Thursday,
December 26 and ends on Wednesday, January 1, 2020.

Happy Kwanzaa!
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BOOKWORM’S DELIGHT
With many booklovers having days off for the holidays, I’m doubling
up on the reviews this month. Happy reading!

An Inspector and a Count
Reviewer: JoAnn Mallory

A Better Man
by Louise Penny, 2019
Louise Penny’s newest book, A Better Man, begins
with Inspector Armand Gamache facing his first
day back to work at the homicide department of
the Sûreté du Québec after a demotion and lengthy
suspension for his role in a violent take-down of a
major crime organization.
Although Gamache is at first greeted with awkward silence, this
tension is quickly overtaken by a sense of urgency with record flooding
across the region that threatens major dams and communities – including
Three Pines, and a missing woman report that Gamache feels compelled
to investigate.
As Gamache navigates between the flood crisis and a search for the
young woman, he demonstrates the same reassuring, methodical and
open-minded approach admired by Penny’s devoted readers. When the
waters finally start to subside, and the young woman’s body is found,
Gamache’s priority becomes a homicide investigation.
In A Better Man, Penny once again skillfully interweaves the gripping
pace of Gamache’s criminal pursuit with other story lines up to the last
intense moments. This is perhaps Gamache at his most restrained and
compassionate.

A Gentleman in Moscow

By Amor Towles, paperback 2019
et in another place and time, the novel A
Gentleman in Moscow by Amor Towles also
opens with the central character facing diminished
status and circumstances. Count Alexander Ilyich
Rostov has just been declared “a former person”
by a Bolsheveik tribunal, handed a life sentence of
house arrest, and escorted to the Hotel Metropol in
Moscow to live out his confinement.
For the rest of the novel, like the Count, we inhabit
the captivating world of the Hotel Metropol with
its grand lobby, marble floors, chandeliers, lavish entertainment, and
famous restaurants The Piazzo and The Boransky (where the Count
eventually becomes a respected head waiter).
The Count initially assumed this confinement would be in his lavish
rooms overlooking the Bolshoi and Theatre Square; however, instead he
finds that he has been moved to a small servant room in the hotel’s attic.
Determined to adjust to his cramped quarters and restricted lifestyle
with “constant cheerfulness,” the Count keeps up his regular rituals
and routines. We follow him along endless hallways, up and down
staircases, and into bustling kitchens, wine cellars, elegant ballrooms,
hidden rooms, and at the end of each day to the quietude of the bar
Strowky where he sips a brandy before retiring.
Many interesting characters pass through the hotel’s lobby over the
years whom the Count befriends, including international diplomats,
Party comrades, and the hotel staff. In particular, he forms close
friendships with the daughter of a Ukrainian bureaucrat Nina, the
willowy actress Anna Urbanova, the American Richard Vanderwhile,
and Nina’s daughter Sophie to whom he is a dedicated guardian.
Towles’ clever use of post-revolutionary Russia in A Gentleman in
Moscow as the backdrop to his novel provides the ideal framework
for telling this story about a character whose permanent residence is
a grand old hotel such as the Hotel Metropol. The Count’s thirty years
of confinement speed by in this enchanting tale with its keen sense of
detail, rich cast of characters, and fine storytelling.
Amor Towles is currently involved in the development of a television
mini-series entitled A Gentleman in Moscow.

S

TIME FOR A GIGGLE
Christmas
		

By Andra

Q: Why did the dog hang up his stocking at
Christmas?
A: He was waiting for Santa Paws!
Q: What do snowmen eat at breakfast?
A: Frosted Flakes!
Q: What is the fear of Santa Claus called?
A: Claustrophobia.
Q: Why is it cold during the winter holidays?
A: Because it’s in Decembrrrrrrrrr!
Q: What is a parent’s favourite Christmas
carol?
A: A Silent Night.
Q: What eight letters can you find in the Arctic
Ocean?
A: H to O! (H2O)
Q: What vegetable was forbidden on the ships
of Arctic explorers?

CRYPTOFAMILY – CHRISTMAS
This puzzle is a direct letter for letter substitution.
Figure out what letter is substituted for “e” or double
letters and work from there.
A well-known Christmas song is the inspiration for this
interesting quotation.
HINT: The fourth word is the holiday we celebrate.

BOXYCC DY AGHY TZFNCWAGC GO
LTTGCNLO WL CZGFY LBF PXYCCNOJC,
GXX WZY COLD NO GXGCHG DLO’W
AGHY NW ‘DZNWY.’ ---PNOU TFLCPM
(1904-1977)
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TASTY TRIAL
Salted Caramelitas
I recently tried these tasty squares at work and asked my colleague for
the recipe to share with you! If you love caramel and chocolate, you will
love these! You will find the recipe with photos on cookingclassy.com.
Just in time to add to your Christmas baking list.
Cook Time 30 minutes
Total Time 55 minutes
Ingredients
32 caramels, unwrapped (such as Kraft)
1/2 cup heavy cream
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 cup old-fashioned rolled oats
3/4 cup packed light-brown sugar
1/2 tsp baking soda
1/4 tsp table salt
10 Tbsp unsalted butter
1 tsp vanilla extract
1/2 cup milk chocolate chips
1/2 cup semi-sweet chocolate chips
Flaky sea salt
Instructions
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Pour cream over caramels in a
microwave safe bowl, heat mixture on HIGH power in 30 second
intervals, stirring well after each interval until melted and smooth
(alternately you can combine the two ingredients in a saucepan and
melt over low heat), set aside.
In a mixing bowl whisk together flour, oats, brown sugar, baking soda
and 1/4 tsp table salt. Place butter in a microwave safe bowl and heat
butter in microwave until melted. Stir vanilla extract into melted butter
then pour mixture over dry ingredients. Using a fork, stir well to evenly
coat.
Press half of the oat mixture evenly into the bottom of a buttered 8 by
8-inch baking dish (layer will be thin) then bake in preheated oven for
10 minutes.
Remove from oven and sprinkle milk chocolate and semi-sweet
chocolate chips into an even layer over baked cookie crust, then pour
caramel mixture evenly over chocolate chip layer. Sprinkle a scant
1/2 tsp flaky sea salt evenly over caramel layer (or you can sprinkle it
over the top of the last crumble layer before baking), then sprinkle top
evenly with remaining oat mixture.
Bake in preheated oven 16 - 20 minutes until lightly golden. Cool
completely on a wire rack (it will take a few hours. To speed up the
cooling you can chill in refrigerator). Store in an airtight container in a
single layer.
Recipe Notes:You can’t substitute instant or steel cut oats for the oldfashioned oats. They won’t give you the same texture!
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‘Swimming Upstream’ in the Sports Nutrition World
By Wendy Moore
his past summer I was a participant in the annual Ottawa Easter
Seals fundraiser: Bring on the Bay. There were over 800 swimmers
who swam on July 13 from the Nepean Sailing Club to the Britannia
Yacht Club. There was a 1.5 km swim and a 3 km swim.
It was my first time swimming in this event, and I swam the 3 km
distance. I proudly placed 3rd in my age group. A regular Master’s
swimmer with the Ottawa swim team, Technosport, I had competed in
swim meets, Nationals and Provincials, but not in an open water event
like this one.
What was unique for me was that I swam this event in 1:05 without
traditional fuelling of carb loading. On the contrary, I had fasted 18 hours
and was on a keto/carnivore (minimal carbs) food plan. Two months
ago, I competed in the 3-day Canadian National Masters Swimming
competition in Montreal and had some of my best swim times for
my events. I’m sure that I was the only one on deck of thousands of
swimmers fuelling with water and ground beef and not carbs.
Up until 5 years ago, I had been a fully active triathlete and halfmarathon runner, and I was a traditional ‘carb loader’ athlete. But a
massive blood clot which should have killed me turned my life and my
diet upside down.
The night before my clot, I did an easy 10 K run with no swelling
symptoms. Only 4 hours before I was to board a flight to Ireland for a
32-show musical tour, a massive blood clot from my ankle up through
my abdomen literally brought to my knees. Had I boarded that plane, it
likely would have been game over for me. A few angels got their wings
that night I’m sure… and I’m eternally grateful. It was a dramatic way
to discover that I have a hereditary blood clotting disorder.
Doctors told me that my mobility would be severely limited after that
life-changing clot. Never one to give up hope, while I was couch-bound,
I did a lot of reading on reducing inflammation (my left leg was almost
twice the size of my right). It seemed that minimizing sugar and carbs
was a big recommendation. By then I had also gained an extra 20 pounds
from being more sedentary (and indulging in carb-loaded foods). This is
how my journey into the world of low-carb keto began.
The keto diet and various fasting durations brought me success! Now, 5
years later, I am at my ideal target body weight and my leg inflammation
is gone. I am fully active in swimming, cycling, yoga, strength training
and even some running.
I’ve decided to retire from major music touring and to focus on my
continued passion for living a keto/fasting lifestyle and to helping others
achieve success with their goals, weight loss, and major health benefits
of living a keto lifestyle. It is my desire to help others write a health
success story such as mine.
Wendy is currently the Events Coordinator for The Fasting Method
(TFM) by IDM (Intensive Dietary Management).

T

The Keto Diet – What’s all the Fuss About?
By Valda Goudie
hile the keto diet seems relatively new and trendy, it was actually
popular in the 1920s and 30s as a therapy for epilepsy. Why is it
resurrected now?
According to healthline.com, the ketogenic diet (or keto diet, for short)
is a low-carb, high-fat diet that brings with it many health benefits.
Corey Mintz, writing for the Globe and Mail, called it an ultralow-carb,
no sugar, no fruit, no beans weight-loss regimen. Many studies over
the past few years have shown that the keto diet can help with weight
loss and overall health improvements. They claim that following this
food plan may even have benefits against diabetes, cancer, epilepsy and
Alzheimer’s disease.

W

What is this keto diet? It involves drastically reducing your carbohydrate
intake and replacing it with fat. Fat? Weren’t we always taught that fat
was a bad thing? The most common keto diet (the “standard” ketogenic
diet) contains 75% fat, 20% protein and only 5% carbs. This may be as
shocking as the recent finding that eating red meat every day doesn’t
really have a negative impact on your health! This reduction in carbs
puts your body into a metabolic state called ketosis. This state helps
your body burn fat more efficiently than ever, giving more energy to
your body and even your brain.
A popular keto treat is the fat bomb. Low in sugar, fat bombs are great
for eating any time of the day, replacing those less healthy munchies.
Below is a recipe for Fat Bombs taken from chocolatecoveredkatie.
com. Give them a try!
Fat Bombs
Total Time: 5m
Yield: Depends on shape made
4.97/5 star rating
Ingredients
1/2 cup nut butter of choice, or coconut butter
1/4 cup cocoa or cacao powder
1/4 cup melted coconut oil
stevia to taste, or 1 tbsp liquid sweetener of choice
optional, 1/8 tsp salt
Instructions
Stir all ingredients together until smooth. If too dry (depending on
nut butter used), add additional coconut oil if needed. Pour into a small
container, ice cube trays, or candy molds. Freeze to set. Because coconut
oil softens when warm, it’s best to store these in the freezer.

Rotator Cuff Injury
by Susan Reive, Owner of Kilborn Physiotherapy Clinic
t can happen suddenly: you lift
something heavy and feel a sharp
twinge of pain in your shoulder; or
the pain develops gradually over
time in your shoulder despite no
traumatic event.
Whether it’s a
sudden or an insidious onset, rotator
cuff tendinopathy is painful and can
interfere with activities of daily living.
Opening doors, pulling a sweater
off over your head, and reaching are painful and difficult to perform.
Physiotherapy is very beneficial in guiding the healing process in
rotator cuff injuries and preventing a secondary frozen shoulder from
developing.
The shoulder joint consists of the arm bone (humerus), the shoulder
blade (scapula) and the clavicle. Where the clavicle meets the scapula
is the roof of the shoulder joint (the acromioclavicular or AC joint).
The shoulder joint is a ball and socket joint between the humerus
and the socket on the scapula. It is held together by a fibrous capsule
which is reinforced by ligaments and the rotator cuff (RTC) tendons
(supraspinatus, infraspinatus, subscapularis, and teres minor). Note that
the tendon is continuous with the muscle and attaches the muscle to the
bone. A small sac of fluid called a bursa lies between the supraspinatus
tendon and the AC joint to prevent friction or rubbing of the tendon.
The articulation between the humerus and the shallow socket looks like
a golf ball on a tee. This allows for a lot of shoulder mobility but also
requires the RTC to offer dynamic stability.
The four tendons all must work together to keep the humeral head
centered on its socket when the shoulder moves. cont’d on page 23
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If one of the tendons is injured, weakened, and /or tight, the humeral
head tends to shift in the socket causing pinching of tendons or the
bursa (impingement), a muscle imbalance can cause poor biomechanics
in the shoulder. Often the pectoral muscles and subscapularis are tight
causing rounded shoulders and limited motion. More importantly, the
rounded shoulder can cause pinching of the supraspinatus tendon which
is vulnerable as it runs under the AC joint to attach the humerus.
Degenerative changes in the AC joint can rub the supraspinatus tendon
causing fraying and damage (tendinosis) making it more susceptible to
tearing. Trauma such as lifting or falling can damage the tendon. Patients
will have pain on lifting their arm and possibly limited mobility. Sleep
is often disturbed.
Tendinitis of RTC tendons is a spectrum; it can be mild inflammation
due to microtearing or a partial or larger full thickness tear. Tearing is
more common in the older individual due to degenerative changes in the
tendon. A thorough assessment will help with the diagnosis. Selective
tissue testing will determine which tendon is strained and the extent
to which it is injured. Marked weakness and pain on resisted muscle
testing could indicate a partial tear. An ultrasound is helpful to confirm
the diagnosis if a partial or full thickness tear is suspected. Treatment
varies depending on the extent of injury and the stage of healing.
Active assisted exercises to maintain range of motion while allowing
the tendon to heal is essential to help prevent frozen shoulder. With a
frozen shoulder, the fibrous capsule tightens up and mobility becomes
extremely restricted.
Once active movement is relatively pain free, strengthening exercises
can begin. Rest and avoiding activities and sports that aggravate the
tendon is important. Most mild RTC tendinopathies heal in six weeks.
Partial tears could take 6 months, while full thickness tears may require
surgery to suture the tendon. Anti-inflammatory medications and ice
can help in the acute stage. Occasionally when medication, rest, and
exercise do not relieve the pain, a steroid injection can help.
Rotator cuff tendon injury is a common injury which, if not treated,
can lead to reduced mobility, weakness, and difficulty with activities
New Poll Reveals Majority of Canadians Believe Our Children’s Well-Being is Better than it Actually Is

D

o you think our country ranks in the Top 10 for children’s wellbeing? A recent poll revealed that the majority of Canadians do. In
reality, however, Canada ranks 25th.
The results of the poll were released on November 20; National Child
Day and the 30th anniversary of the UN Convention on the Rights of
the Child, by one of Canada’s top child advocacy groups, Children First
Canada.
While we may ignorantly believe that things are better for our children
than they really are, Canadians do know what affects their well-being.
Top issues affecting children as identified by poll respondents:
1. Mental health/depression/anxiety – mentioned by 48% of
respondents
2. Bullying/safety online – mentioned by 34% of respondents
3. Health/fitness/obesity/nutrition: mentioned by 32% of respondents
4. Schools/education: mentioned by 31% of respondents
5. Poverty/poor families: mentioned by 31% of respondents
6. Domestic violence/child abuse and post-secondary education: both
cited by 23% of respondents
Let’s make improving the well-being of our children one of our top
priorities.

Ottawa Group Advocates for Awareness of Rare Disease –
Acromegaly
November 1 is recognized internationally as Acromegaly Awareness
day! Are YOU aware?
The Acromegaly Ottawa Awareness & Support Network (AOASN) is
a registered non-profit organization that promotes awareness about this
rare, life-changing diagnosis, unites patients and their families, as well
as advocates for patients’ rights and swift diagnosis.
What is acromegaly?
Acromegaly is a rare, serious condition most commonly caused by
a non-cancerous tumour on the pituitary gland. The tumour causes
the gland to over-produce growth hormone, resulting in symptoms
such as enlargement of internal organs, hands, feet, and jaw, and other
conditions like diabetes. There are approximately 2,000 diagnosed cases
of acromegaly in Canada, with the possibility of many more suffering
without a name for their illness.
About the Acromegaly Ottawa Awareness & Support Network
The AOASN was founded in 2018 by Ottawa resident Dianne Sauvé,
an acromegaly patient herself, after realizing that local resources for this
disease were almost non-existent.
“Those in Ottawa diagnosed with cancer or diabetes have support
groups and a plethora of resources at their fingertips to get them through
a scary and difficult time,” says Sauvé. “Most physicians never encounter
a case of acromegaly and patient resources are extremely limited. One
goal of Acromegaly Ottawa is to help those who feel isolated with this
rare condition.”
One of the main objectives of the AOASN is to educate the medical
community in Ottawa about acromegaly. The average time to reach
a diagnosis is seven to ten years. This is due to several factors such
as limited coverage of acromegaly in medical school, and the disease’s
wide-ranging symptoms affecting many bodily systems, often ascribed
to more common conditions. A fast, simple, and affordable blood test
(IGF-1) can help confirm a diagnosis of acromegaly.
Since its founding in 2018, the AOASN’s Facebook group has grown
to more than 60 members, many of whom had never met another person
with the same diagnosis. In the closed group, patients and their friends
and families can discuss their experiences and share information and
resources.
The group hosts quarterly in-person meetings and social gatherings,
and outreach activities at local venues. Coming in March 2020, the
AOASN will host an exhibit at the Shenkman Arts Centre in Orleans,
by group member and photographer Santino Matrundola. The exhibit,
called “Light of Day,” features portraits of acromegaly patients and
explores the patient perspective and experience.
The public AOASN Facebook page promotes their advocacy activities,
events, and news, and can be followed by anyone. For more information
about acromegaly, visit acromegalyottawa.com.

Santa visits the Billings
Estate National Historic
Site’s Home for the
Holidays event.
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ARTS AND CULTURE

By Tony Wohlfarth

The King
he 76th edition of the Venice International Film
Festival featured the world premiere of The King,
directed by David Michod.
Timothée Chalamet plays the role of Hal, the young
wayward son of King
Henry IV. He is thrust
into the role of King on the death of his
father. Eschewing advice to the contrary, he
leads his troops into battle and vanquishes
Wales. The young King then embarks on a
more ambitious and risky battle in France.
Chalamet is perhaps best known as the
actor who played the role of in Call Me by My Name, a 2017 coming-ofage story which garnered him an Academy Award nomination in 2018
for best actor (won by Gary Oldman). In this performance, Chalamet
demonstrates he is not a one- dimensional actor as he tackles a much
more challenging role. The King was filmed when Chalamet was
twenty-three years old. Chalamet comes into his own with a strong
acting performance.
The King is a modernized (if not historically accurate) version of the
story of King Henry V. The film dramatizes a period of history in the
1400’s explored by Shakespeare. It does so in a compassionate and
imaginative format. All in all, filmed on location in both Hungary and in
England, The King is enjoyable and entertaining to watch.
Michod is an Australian born director, perhaps best known for his film
Animal Kingdom in 2010. The King is currently screening in Ottawa.
The running time is two hours and twenty minutes.The film had its
world premiere at the Venice Film Festival on September 2 and was
released inNorth America on November 1 on Netflix.

T

At the Canadian War Museum

The Canadian War Museum (1 Vimy Ridge) took centre stage in
November for Remembrance Day activities.
The special events kicked off on November 10, with an event called
Letters Home at a Time of War. Celebrities and dignitaries voiced the
private letters written by Canadian soldiers to their families as they
served in international conflicts around the world. The readers included
David Halton, Adrian Harewood &amp; Robyn Bresnahan of the CBC,
Daniel Alfredsson, and CharlotteGray to name a few of the luminaries.
Halton published his father Mathew’s letters when he served as a war
co rrespondent for the CBC during World War II (the book is entitled
Dispatches from the Front). Many of the letters can be accessed online
via the Canadian Letters & Images Project, located at Vancouver Island
University.
On November 11, the museum opened its doors for a live broadcast
of the national Remembrance Day ceremony in Ottawa. Watching the
ceremony in the comfort of the GreatHall along with many veterans is
a moving experience. This year (until January 12, 2020) the museum
has a special exhibition known as The
Highland Warriors. The exhibition
covers three centuries of the warriors
from Scotland to Canada. Also,
January 17 to 19, the museum hosts a
conference, “Canada 1919: A Country
Shaped by War.” VISTAS readers
can learn more information at: www.
warmuseum.ca/event/country-shapedby-war-canada-1919
Tony Wohlfarth is an Ottawa-based freelance film and entertainment
writer. He participated in the 76th Venice Film Festival in Italy, where
The King had its world premiere in August. He also covered Letters
Home for Vistas.

Music

Fall Choral Workshop Sings Bach for Second Annual
Family Christmas Offering
•
•
•
•

By Roland Graham, conductor, teacher, producer

What: J. S. Bach’s Wachet auf Cantata & Keyboard Concerto in D
Where: Southminster United Church
When: Sunday, December 8 at 2:30 PM
Who: Participants of Roland Graham’s Fall Choral Workshop, Jeremy Hare-Chang
(piano), Ania Hejnar (soprano), Geoffroy Salva (baritone), orchestra

Tickets: Eventbrite.ca (search “FCW 2019 Christmas Concert”)
s if there isn’t enough to choose from to scratch your holiday musical
itch, believing that too much music in the community isn’t a thing,
Roland Graham’s Fall Choral Workshop is
putting the final touches on its 2019 Family
Christmas Concert, to be held Sunday,
December 8 at 2:30 p.m. at Southminster
United Church, at Bank Street and the Rideau
Canal.
An educational program for choral singers
in the community seeking to advance their
musicianship, Graham’s popular choral
workshops develop music cognitive abilities
and singing technique of its participants
over a twelve-week workshop, leading
to a concert that showcases the group’s
accomplishments in a live public performance of the studied works.
The Fall 2019 workshop has been learning J. S. Bach’s Advent
cantata, Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme (‘Sleepers Wake’), BWV 140,
which it will perform with a professional orchestra of strings, winds,
brass and keyboards for this, the second annual choral workshop
Christmas concert. The music is challenging, but participants have
been working very hard to master it, developing new skills and a
greater appreciation of music along the way.
Appearing alongside the choir, furnishing Bach’s splendid solos
and duets (“Wann kommst du?” and “Mein Freund ist mein!”) will
be soprano Ania Hejnar and baritone Geoffroy Salva, acclaimed
professional singers from the Canadian opera and oratorio scene
making their debuts at Southminster through this special event.
Another remarkable soloist, sixteen-year-old pianist Jeremy HareChang, will open the concert playing Bach’s Keyboard Concerto in
D major, BWV 1054. Originally a violin concerto (the well-known
E major, BWV 1042), Bach adapted the work, along with a handful
of others, to be played on the harpsichord. Jeremy, who is in grade
10 at Glebe Collegiate, will play the concerto on Southminster’s 9’
Heintzman grand piano supported by the strings as per Bach’s original
score.
Supplementing the Cantata will be a selection of shorter choral
works including Darke’s In the Bleak Midwinter, Franz Biebl’s Ave
Maria, Philip Stopford’s Lully, Lulla, Lullay, and Leontovych’s Carol
of the Bells, along with familiar hymns and carols for the audience to
sing.
Described by one participant as “stirring, contemplative, and
nostalgic,” the program perfectly sets the mood for Advent and
Christmas, and “to be singing it is a gift.” So will it be to hear.
Tickets for the 90-minute event at $25 for general admission, $5 for
children 16 and under, $15 for students (up to age 24), and $45 for
families consisting of up to 2 adults and 4 children, can be purchased
in advance through eventbrite.ca (search “FCW 2019 Christmas
Concert” in Ottawa) and at the door of the concert.
Five dollars from every ticket sold, along with general proceeds from
the concert, will be donated to CHEO Foundation, which supports the
work of the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario.
A follow-up choral workshop will begin on January 22, focusing on
Mozart’s Requiem, which participants will perform in concert on April
26, 2020, under the baton of Kevin Mallon, conductor of Ottawa’s 13
Strings Orchestra. Write to ottawachoralworkshops@gmail.com for
details.

A
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FAITH
As Disney+ , Netflix, Amazon Compete for $30 Billion Kids
Market – Minno Emerges to Offer Alternative for Christian
Parents

F

eaturing the World’s Largest Collection of Classic VeggieTales,
3-2-1 Penguins, and Owlegories + a Collection of Kids Books
such as the #1 Amazon Bestseller – The Laugh and Learn Bible for
Kids – Minno Provides Affirming, Faith-Based Content Curated for the
100 Million Americans who Attend
Church Every Sunday
(Nashville, TN – November 19,
2019) Minno – a new, Nashvillebased children’s digital media
company – officially launches today
and is offering Christian parents an alternative that is both entertaining
and affirming. Featuring an ad-free, subscription digital platform with
curated entertainment and educational choices the whole family will
love – including the world’s largest collection of Classic VeggieTales –
a publishing arm in partnership with Hachette Nashville with offerings
such as the #1 Amazon bestseller The Laugh and Learn Bible for Kids,
and Minno Life, a parenting blog with expert resources and voices for
Christian parents, Minno aims to be a one-stop solution for parents and
kids.
“Parents who care about their children’s faith are in a tough situation.
While we attend church and have friends and neighbors who share
our faith, the leading technology and media companies are fueling
a content culture that is devoid of God and the importance of faith.
Christian parents have more content choices than they’ve ever had, but
fewer options that reflect their values. When you see media companies
churning out more shows than ever but none of them reflect your
family’s values you want to instill in your family, you are left with an
impossible choice – not participating in culture or compromising what
you care most about,” said Erick Goss, CEO and Co-founder of Minno
and former senior manager at Amazon. “Minno resolves that problem,
serving as a one-stop, trusted source and a partner in raising kids in
today’s pluralistic, social, mobile and media-drenched world. Kids will
see Minno as something fun to experience, while parents can feel good
about the fact that our content is encouraging kids to deepen their faith
and walk with God every day, at home or on-the-go.”
In the coming months, Minno will also offer parent’s guides on topof-mind topics, family devotionals, and podcasts. In an increasingly
secular world where faith and family values are often marginalized,
there are few entertainment and education options available that parents
can trust. The new Minno platform meets an important and largely
unmet need in the $30 Billion U.S. children’s product marketplace by
offering safe, high-quality and fun media choices for every situation.
Check out the free trial of Minno at www.gominno.com.
Minno is a Nashville-based children’s digital media company partnering with
Christian parents to provide safe, values-based choices for their families. Minno’s
offering includes an ad-free subscription-video-on-demand platform Minno Life, an
expert-driven parenting blog, Minno Kids, its book publishing division, and Minno
store, a digital shopping platform. Minno seeks to entertain, inform and inspire,
encouraging kids and parents to laugh and learn together.

Free Energy Benchmarking Program Helps Alta Vista
Faith Communities Cut Energy Costs and Lower Carbon
Consumption

U

By Kai Wang

nderstanding your current energy use is the first step in reducing
it – you can’t manage if you don’t measure. Local non-profit
Greening Sacred Spaces Ottawa (GSS) has launched a free Energy
Benchmarking Program for faith communities. Funded by the Ontario
Trillium Foundation, the program helps Ottawa faith communities take
practical and economic climate action by tracking and lowering their
energy use and emissions.

Energy benchmarking is the process of measuring and comparing a
building’s energy use to data from previous and subsequent years, as
well as providing a snapshot for how well one building does compared
to other similar ones. Buildings account for around 42% of a typical
faith community’s carbon footprint, so learning where energy is being
used is a vital first step towards creating greener, more sustainable
communities. When a faith community better understands its energy
consumption, it can assess the effectiveness of current energy-saving
measures and plan for future projects more confidently. Benchmarking
also supports the stewardship of financial resource – benchmarked
buildings reduce energy use by an average of 2.4% per year.
Over the course of three years, 50 participating faith communities will
receive an annual benchmarking report. The initial report will create
a baseline from the faith community’s utility bills for the previous
three years, and also calculate the total cost of energy, greenhouse
gas emissions, and the weather normalized site EUI. This last metric
measures the building’s total energy use divided by its square footage,
and is adjusted for annual differences in weather to more accurately
reflect real energy use from year to year. In the program’s last two years,
GSS will send out annual personalized energy reports along with an
anonymous comparison of the energy usage of faith buildings in the
same region. In addition to benchmarking reports, GSS also provides
various energy efficiency resources and tools, including funding for
energy audits and information on energy-saving incentives. It works
closely alongside faith communities to identify means of decreasing
energy consumption, both through on-site visits and educational events.
Currently, GSS is accepting more Energy Benchmarking program
participants to join the nearly twenty faith communities who have
already signed up, four of which are located in Alta Vista. Trinity Church
of the Nazarene is among these participants. Pierre Charlebois, a leader
in greening efforts in the congregation, explained their motivation for
joining the program: “We’re interested in knowing if our costs are in
line with other faith facilities of similar size and use. We’re hoping that
the data will enable us to develop low-cost strategies to reduce energy
and costs. This would then allow us the opportunity to apply potential
savings to our various church programs.” Trinity Nazarene, along
with all other program participants, will be able to attend educational
seminars to help them better understand its benchmarking reports and
identify ways to reduce energy usage.
To learn more about the program and/or Greening Sacred Spaces
events, please visit faithcommongood.org/energy_benchmarking or
contact Charlie Scromeda at greeningsacredspacesottawa@gmail.com.
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Christmas Cheer at Rideau Park United Church
By Drew Presley
It’s almost that time of year again, when the global Christian family
celebrates Christmas and the baby Jesus. But whenever I visit a
shopping centre at this time of year, it is less of a celebration. Instead,
I sometimes come away feeling tired and frustrated. It no doubt is due
to the increased busyness of the malls; searching for scarce parking
spaces, walking among many more people than usual, waiting longer
for service, and the countless ads encouraging us to spend money to
ensure a good Christmas. Can you relate? While corporations may be
celebrating the importance of the season to the bottom line, I can’t help
but feel that they have overtaken a very important holiday for Christians,
and those who may celebrate other religious events.
I have been a member of Rideau Park United Church my entire life,
and much like the malls, Rideau Park gets even busier in December
because of the importance of this time of year to our faith. Unlike the
malls, the church keeps its focus on celebrating the birth of the baby
Jesus, and trying to follow his teachings by loving and caring for one
another.
One way the church does that is through the Christmas Cheer Program.
Rideau Park has a long history of providing food hampers to those in
need. As early as the late seventies, the United Church Women (UCW),
after hearing of a few families in need, prepared three Christmas
hampers which included food and knitted mitts, toques and scarfs. In
those early days, in addition to the UCW, some church families prepared
hampers for a needy family directly. By the mid-eighties, the number
of hampers being distributed had grown substantially. The Christmas
Cheer Program was now one of many programs of the Church’s Social
Action and Outreach Committee.
During this time, Rideau Park coordinated its efforts with the Christmas
Exchange Program, which in 2011 became known as the Caring and
Sharing Exchange. Caring and Sharing is a charitable organization that,
in addition to Christmas hampers, also helps provide school supplies to
families and children that otherwise could not afford them. The main
role of the Caring and Sharing Exchange is to coordinate with multiple
community partners to ensure that the maximum number of people in
our community can be helped, both at the beginning of the new school
year and at the holiday season.
Since those early years in the 1970s, our Christmas Cheer Program has
grown, and over the last 40 years, the church has consistently provided
over 150 families with either food hampers or gift cards. Thanks to the
efforts of the Caring and Sharing Program, the money raised through the
church benefits our local community. Thanks to the many experienced
volunteers, the operation of getting the groceries out to the homes at
Christmas is something that perhaps even Santa and his elves would
envy. Thanks to our numerous community partners, the money raised
is stretched and provides not just a good healthy meal at Christmas, but
some staples that last quite a bit longer. Another nice aspect that has
occurred over the years, is that individuals who once benefited from the
program have given back by helping pack the hampers.
Like so many things at this time of year, resources are stretched, both
financial and human. The church faces similar challenges but still hopes
to provide 150 families with food or gift cards to help manage through
the holiday season. If you would like to help out, you can visit the Caring
and Sharing website and donate directly
on-line, or you can drop off a cheque at
the Rideau Park church office. The cost
of hampers ranges from $60 for a family
of 2, to $135 for large families of 7 and
more. All contributions are considered
charitable donations and you will receive
a receipt from the church.

Finally, there have been hundreds of volunteers helping with the
Rideau Park Christmas Cheer Program over the years. In doing my
research for this article, several names kept coming up, two of which we
lost this year. Doug Taylor was one of the first chairs of the Christmas
Cheer committee, and became well known for writing hand written
thank you notes. Legend has it that one of those notes made it all the
way to Loblaws head office. And this fall we lost far too soon, Steve
Shipley who also was a longtime volunteer, past chair and committee
worker. Among Steve’s many roles at the church was that of head usher.
He always had such a warm and kind way about him, and greeted people
with a smile and his wonderful sense of humor. One could say he was
the cheer in our Christmas Cheer.
Check out the myriad of activities happening at Rideau Park United
Church this month in the Upcoming Events section and come celebrate
the birth of the baby Jesus with us this season.
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JUST GOOD ADVICE
Winter Sustainability Tips – Without Lowering the Thermostat

Y

By Kathryn Norman

ou’ve heard it before – the best way to save money
and energy this winter is to put on a sweater and
lower the thermostat. Much as I personally love a good
cozy sweater over a warmer room, I thought I’d compile
some winter sustainability tips that aren’t just lowering
the temperature in your house.
Leave the Leaves: Leaving a layer of fallen leaves on
the ground over the winter helps create an insulating
barrier between the soil and the cold winter air (snow
does this as well, but with a leaf litter layer it works
better). This makes it easier for small animals to either hibernate safely through
the winter months, or travel in the relatively warm layer under the snow if they
are active during these months. It also helps protect your lawn and garden.
Rake leaves into the garden to act as mulch if keeping them on the whole lawn
is too much, then simply rake them up in the spring instead.
Try Shovelling: Snow removal and snow blowers are increasingly popular,
and understandably so, but the plow driving around all day or the snow blower
running on gasoline comes with a carbon footprint. If you are considering
buying a snow blower, opt for an eco-friendlier (and less stinky) electric plugin model. Better yet, if you’re able to, try going back to regular old shovelling.
It’s a great workout and burns calories instead of fossil fuels. Just remember
to pace yourself, especially if you have exercise restrictions or a bad shoulder
or back.
Forget Idling: Modern cars generally don’t need a period of idling to warm
up the engine before being driven. Unless you’re cruising in a vintage model,
you’re just wasting gas. Getting into a pre-heated car may be more comfortable,
but it will warm up in a few minutes of driving anyway, and you are a tough
Canadian who can handle a few minutes of cold.
Skip the Salt: It may sound like cardiology advice, but in this case the salt
in question is the stuff you put on your steps and driveway. Road salt does
a great job at making ice less slippery down to about -15C, but any colder
than that it doesn’t do a good job, and when it melts it runs into streams and
eventually the Ottawa River. Salt pollution seriously affects river life. Using
sand or grit helps, although sediment can also be an issue for wildlife. Look
into eco-friendly options or pet-safe options, which are less toxic, and won’t
burn your lawn in the spring.
For the Birds: Got a birdfeeder you’ve filled up in the fall? Don’t give up
on filling it through the winter, especially in the later months. Most migratory
birds leave to find sufficient food to make it through the winter, so they may
stay if they have a food source, and leaving them hanging in February makes
survival hard. In fact, having a reliable food source (i.e., a filled birdfeeder)
available in February is actually the biggest predictor of whether a bird will
survive the winter, find a mate, and the success of the resulting eggs. That’s
worth trudging out into the snow for.
Hopefully these suggestions have given you some simple ideas for having
a more sustainable winter. If you have any other ideas, feel free to write to
Kathryn@SustainableEasternOntario.ca to share and discuss!
Kathryn Norman is the Program & Communications Coordinator at
Sustainable Eastern Ontario.

Respite, the Perfect Gift for Caregivers any Season

C

By Jennifer Moir

aregiving can be a joy, but it can also be a taxing reality. The caregiver’s
daily journey does not always allow for physical or mental downtime,
critical pauses in the day to regroup, refresh, and reenergize in order to carry
on. As respite is not a guaranteed service offering of our public health care
system, it often leaves individuals, families, and communities to organize
among themselves to provide such solutions.
This time of year, many of us are brainstorming about giving gifts that truly
make a difference. For those with a caregiver on their list, the gift of free time,
a momentary reprieve from responsibility, or simply a change of scenery can
be a gift of immeasurable value and deep gratitude.

To be well received and successful, a proposed
respite should be designed with the input of the
caregiver. Respite will mean different things to
different caregivers, and possibly require different
skills or know-how depending on the situation. As
such, your “respite gift” should include a conversation
to help determine what, when, how this will take place.
Caregivers will feel more comfortable, confident and
able to enjoy and benefit from their respite time if they
have been included in its design, the refresh allows
them to personally regroup, and then feel more prepared to meet the ongoing
needs of the situation.
For those caregivers in receipt of such a precious gift, receive the offer
graciously and for the intended reasons. Be transparent and clear about what
you need or any concerns you may have, and view it as an acknowledgement
of the important role you play in the life of another. Respite is a wonderful
and meaningful gift at any time of year, and fulfills an important practical and
social need in our community and for families.
Jennifer Moir is an Elder Planning Counselor, Certified Relocation and Transition
Specialist, and Dementia-Friendly Professional. Questions or comments about this
article can be emailed to info@agewellsolutions.ca or call 613.277.6449. Visit www.
agewellsolutions.ca for more information.

Emergency Preparedness: A Group Effort

N

By Lewis Smith

atural disasters occur a lot more around Canada
than the average person might think. Severe
storms, tornados, wildfires, floods, earthquakes and
avalanches have all been known to occur within
Canadian borders. With climate change contributing
to a constantly evolving meteorological situation in
the country, too, it seems likely that these natural
disasters will only continue to increase in volume
and severity.
November is National Community Safety & Crime Prevention Month, and
this month the Canada Safety Council is calling your attention to emergency
preparedness. Do you know what to do in case of emergency?
Emergency plan
A plan is a must when it comes to emergency preparedness. Because it could
be needed at any time, you won’t be able to rely on effective communications
during the emergency.
Identify the exit points from your house. An escape route may become
necessary if you need to get out immediately. You should also designate a
meeting area in case you and your family get split up. Be aware of the location
of your fire extinguisher, water valve, electrical panel, gas valve and floor
drain at all times.
If you have children, your emergency plan should also account for situations
where they may be at school or daycare while the emergency is occurring.
Designate a person to pick them up. The same rule applies to pets and how you
will ensure they are taken care of in extreme circumstances.
Supplies
In planning for disaster, the key to keep in mind is that it may take time before
emergency responders are able to assist you. When building your emergency
kit, prepare for at least 72 hours (three days) of self-sufficiency. Your supplies
should include: at least two litres of water per person, per day; non-perishable
food items like canned food, granola bars and dried food; a manual can opener;
a manual flashlight or a battery-operated one with extra batteries; a batterypowered radio; a first-aid kit; specialty items including medication, formula
and equipment, as well as any specific items customized to the potential risks
in your area.
These supplies should be stored in a backpack, suitcase or other easily
transportable means of storage and placed in an easily accessible place. In
case of an emergency that forces you to evacuate, you won’t necessarily have
the time to go looking for your kit.
cont’d on page 28
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Contact information
Write down the phone numbers for emergency contacts – you may not be
able to access the Internet in an emergency situation. Have phone numbers
on hand for family, an out-of-town emergency contact, doctor, veterinarian
(if applicable,) poison control and non-emergency calls. The main emergency
number will likely be busy during natural disasters, but for urgent situations
only, don’t hesitate to call 9-1-1.
During an emergency
Your first priority should be to ensure your own safety. You’ll be of no help
to anybody if you put yourself in harm’s way. Assist others as soon as you’re
safe. Follow the plan you’ve set out, making sure to stay put until all is safe or
you’re ordered to evacuate. Listen to the radio or TV, if possible, for further
information. Avoid using electronic devices unnecessarily – too much cellular
activity can jam up the signals and, besides, you may need to conserve battery
power. If you’re ordered to evacuate, make sure to take your emergency kit
as well as any essentials, shut off water, electricity and gas if instructed to
do so, notify your out-of-town contact and provide details of where you are
going. Lock your home before leaving, and register with a local reception
centre where you will be kept up to date.
Emergency preparedness is a group effort – community safety depends on
everyone doing their part to keep the neighbourhood safe even in the face of
emergency. Make a plan, stick to it, and trust emergency responders to do their
part too.
Snow Thrower Usage: Keep Safety in Mind This Winter, Get
Ready Before the Snow Flies

I

n an unusually early winter season, large sections of the country have
already experienced snow, ice and inclement weather, and the Outdoor
Power Equipment Institute (OPEI) encourages home and business
owners to ready their snow throwers and other winter equipment.
Clearing driveways, sidewalks and parking lots is no small job. You rely
on your outdoor power equipment to make snow removal easy, but it’s
also important to keep safety in mind when using snow throwers, often
referred to as snow blowers.
“If you’re anticipating bad weather or snow, start the machine and makes
sure it operates before you need it and before repair shops are busy,” says
OPEI President and CEO Kris Kiser. “Gas stations also can close and roads
can be treacherous during a winter storm. You want to protect your power by
having the right and fresh fuel on hand for your equipment. And, remember,
gasoline-powered snow throwers should use E10 or less.”
OPEI offers the following questions to help you ready your snow thrower
for the winter season:
GETTING READY
Have you read your owner’s manual? Read up on safe handling procedures.
Review how to operate the controls. You should be able to shut off your
equipment quickly. If you lost your manual, you can look it up online, and
store a copy on your computer so you have the manual available to reference
in the future.
Have you checked your equipment since storing it? Make sure all equipment
is completely powered off when checking it over. If you forgot to drain the
fuel last winter before storing your snow thrower, drain the gas tank now.
Adjust any cables and check the auger when the equipment is powered off.
Is your equipment where you can get to it easily? Move your equipment to
a convenient and accessible location, so you can get to it quickly when you
need it.
Have you purchased the right fuel? Be sure to use the correct fuel, as
recommended by your equipment’s manufacturer. Place gasoline in a fuel
container and label it with the date purchased and the ethanol content of the
fuel. Use fresh fuel in your snow thrower as fuel that is more than 30 days old
can phase separate and cause operating problems. Make sure fuel is stored
safely and out of the reach of children. For more information on fueling
properly see www.LookBeforeYouPump.com.
Are you fueling safely? Before you start the engine, fill up the fuel tank on
your snow thrower while the engine is cold and outside your home or garage.
Never add fuel to a running or hot engine.

Are batteries charged? If using a battery/
electric-powered snow-thrower, make sure
batteries are fully charged, in case electricity
goes out during a winter storm.
Is the area you intend to clear free of
obstructions or hidden obstacles? Snow can
hide objects. Doormats, hoses, balls, toys,
boards, wires, and other debris should be
removed from the areas you intend to clear.
When run over by a snow thrower, these
objects may harm the machine or people.
Are you dressed properly for winter weather? Locate your safety gear now,
and place it in an accessible closet or location in your home. Plan to wear
safety glasses, gloves and footwear that can handle cold and slippery surfaces.
OPERATING SNOW THROWERS SAFELY

• NEVER put your hands inside the auger or chute. Use a clean out
tool (or stick) to unclog snow or debris from your snow thrower.
• Always turn off your snow thrower and wait for all moving parts to
come to a complete stop before clearing any clogs or debris.
• Never operate the snow thrower without good visibility or light.
• Never throw snow toward people or cars. Do not allow anyone to
stand in front of your snow thrower. Keep children or pets away
from your snow thrower when it is operating.
• Do not attempt to clear steep slopes and use caution when changing
directions on slopes or inclines.
• Use an extension cord that is weather-resistant and designed for
outdoor use. If you have an electric-powered snow thrower, be
aware of where the power cord is at all times. Avoid tripping. Do
not run over the power cord.
• Kids and pets may love to play in the white stuff, but it’s best to keep
them inside your home and supervised (by someone else) while
you are using your snow thrower to clear a path or driveway. Do
not allow them to play in the snow as it is tossed out of the snow
thrower’s chute.
The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (OPEI) is an international trade
association representing power equipment, small engine, utility vehicle, golf
car and personal transport vehicle manufacturers and suppliers. OPEI is the
advocacy voice of the industry. OPEI-Canada represents members on a host
of issues, including recycling, emissions and other regulatory developments
across the Canadian provinces.
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YOUR FINANCES
Become Familiar with Wealth Transfer Strategies
By Bob Jamieson, CFP

T

o retire comfortably, you need to save and
invest regularly using an effective savings
and investment strategy. Maximizing RRSPs or
other retirement accounts will likely be essential
to realizing your retirement goals. Once you
retire, you’ll need to “switch gears” somewhat
and begin considering wealth transfer strategies.
An effective wealth transfer strategy can help
you accomplish a variety of goals, such as distributing your assets the
way you choose, avoiding probate fees and reducing estate taxes. You
can explore a variety of wealth transfer tools, including the following:
- Gifting: Gifting your assets to your adult children can help minimize
the size of your estate, reducing the tax burden at death. This could
also potentially lower probate, executor and legal fees. Be careful when
gifting property (including cash and securities) to a spouse or minor
child, as income attribution rules may apply, causing income earned on
the gifted property to be taxed in your hands.
If you donate securities with a capital gain to a registered Canadian
charity then there is no tax payable on the capital gain, and you get full
credit for the donation, up to the standard charitable deduction limit.
- Will: A will is simply a plan for distributing your assets to family
members and other beneficiaries. If you were to die intestate (without
a will), provincial laws would determine how your assets should be
distributed — and there’s no guarantee that the end result would be what
you would have chosen.
- Beneficiary designations: Many of your financial assets, including
life insurance policies, RRSP/RRIFs and TFSAs, allow you to name a
beneficiary, and the option of contingent beneficiaries. Upon your death,
your beneficiary will automatically receive these assets, avoiding the
sometimes time-consuming, expensive (and public) process of probate.
It is essential that you periodically review these designations to make
sure they reflect your current wishes and that they do not conflict with
the terms of your will.
- Trusts: Different trusts can help you accomplish a variety of wealth
transfer and estate planning goals. For example, an inter vivos trust can
help you leave assets to your heirs without going through probate. You
can also structure the trust to stagger payments over a number of years,
rather than all at once, or include other restrictions or incentives. As you
can see, trusts are versatile instruments – but they are also complex.
Consequently, you’ll need to consult with your tax and legal advisors
regarding your particular situation.
- Permanent Life Insurance: When building an estate for your
heirs, you have typically considered both registered and unregistered
investment accounts as your principal sources of accumulating wealth.
Permanent life insurance can be used to pay taxes on the estate, but
also to effectively accumulate wealth and pass it along to children or
grandchildren, typically in a very tax-efficient manner.
All the wealth transfer techniques we’ve looked at will require some
careful thought and preparation on your part – so don’t wait too long
before getting started. Time has a way of sneaking up on all of us – but
it’s especially sneaky when we’re unprepared.
www.edwardjones.ca/bob-jamieson If you would to discuss the above
strategies in more detail, please give me a call at 613-526-3030.
Bob Jamieson is a Certified Financial Planner with Edward Jones
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Computer Tips and Tricks: Printing – Why Stop
with Only 2D?
By Malcolm and John Harding, of Compu-Home
e have lamented repeatedly in this space
about the problems associated with
printing: it is wasteful. Printers are constantly
breaking down and they have the lifespan of a
gnat. Cartridges are hideously expensive. And so
on. You might be wondering why we would be
exploring today the subject of 3D printing that is
considerably more complex than just printing on
paper and where the machinery and the materials
are more expensive, not to mention the steeper
learning curve.
The answer is “because it is fun and useful” and also because, believe
it or not, it has become considerably easier in the past couple of years
than it used to be. You will almost certainly be surprised at how painless
it is to get started (in the 3D world you will become a person called a
“maker”) and if you decide to really get involved the expense is not as
prohibitive as you probably feared.
A logical first step, which we highly recommend, is to sign up for
the free course at Imagine Space, at the Nepean Centrepointe Branch
of the Ottawa Public Library. This course is usually 1 – 2 hours, and
is offered a few times in most weeks. In addition to an introduction
to “Inkscape” which is a very popular 3D design software title, you
will become familiar and certified in the use of the 3D lab equipment.
Probably most important is an overview of just what 3D printing and
related laser cutting can and cannot do, which will lead you to ideas
you would like to take on. All of this is offered at no charge. For more
information write to imagine@biblioottawalibrary.ca or call 613-5802940 and ask for Imagine Space. Parents, are you getting the hint for a
wintertime activity here? You’re welcome!
Once you are certified, (and now you really are a maker), you may
book time to work on your own project. The only cost is for the plastic
“filament” with which the 3D product is created. Apparently, the average
cost of materials for a user’s project is approximately $3.
You may wish to create your projects from scratch but actually you
don’t have to be that ambitious in the beginning stages. Quite often the
instructions and programming for various designs are available online,
inexpensive or free, and many people have found that this is an effective
way to get familiar with what to expect.
If any of the above generates a glimmer of interest in you, you might
wish to have a look at some samples of easy and interesting projects
to get you started. A Google search of “Sample 3D Printing Projects”
will show you more than 100 terrific examples, all within the first three
search results.
In case you might carry this interest to the next step and think about
starting up at home, it will probably surprise you just how inexpensive
an entry-level 3D printer can be. Here is where the most important (and
trickiest) step in the whole process occurs: the research you should do
to get set up. The printers themselves start at less than $300, but that
is for a pretty bare bones machine. You can always upgrade with little
convenient features later, but you might save yourself some time and
grief by buying something that comes with some helpful enhancements
already built in. Two websites to check out are ca.bestreviews.guide
and www.tomsguide.com. They both have sections of reviews of 3D
printers and you should read everything you can get your hands on
before making any choices of hardware or software. The machine you
buy will dictate the form of the plastic filament that will be used to create
your product and so that is another important factor in your decision.
Have fun!

W

Go to compu-home.com/blog for an archive of our columns (including this one) and
lots more tech-related articles. There is a space right after each item for you to make
comments and suggestions, and ask questions. You can even sign up for automatic
updates. Have a look at compu-home.com/blog soon or call us at 613-731-5954 to
share your opinions and suggest subjects for future columns. Our email address is
info@compu-home.com.

Canada Did It First (But America Took the Credit)
By Andrew Rader

C

anadians aren’t particularly good at
remembering their history, but Americans sure
are. In the first twenty years of this century alone,
more than fifteen books have been written about
Lewis and Clark, the pair who marched across
the continental United States in 1804. Yet, few
have heard of the equivalent explorer Alexander
Mackenzie, who succeeded in accomplishing
precisely the same feat of tracing a river route
through the continent to the Pacific: the main
differences being that Mackenzie followed a
longer, more difficult route, twelve years before Lewis and Clark, and
crossed the continent twice.
In 1789, Mackenzie traced a large river to its mouth in the Arctic (he
dubbed it “Disappointment River” because it didn’t lead to the Pacific,
but perhaps to his posthumous dismay, it was later renamed in his
honour). Not willing to give up, three years later he set out accompanied
by two native guides, six French Canadian voyageurs, his Scottish
cousin, and a dog who seems not to have had a name (referred to in
journals simply as “our dog”). This time the group eventually found a
trail that wound up into the Rocky Mountains, and then down a stream
flowing west to the Pacific, making them the first explorers to reach the
ocean by traversing the North American continent.
The history of exploration is filled with examples of Canada’s
prominent role, frequently in cases where Americans have done a better
job celebrating similar but less impressive accomplishments. As you
probably learned in history class, the Americas were settled around fifteen
thousand years ago by people crossing into Alaska from Siberia. These
early inhabitants eventually diverged into all the indigenous peoples of
today. But who were the first Eurasian explorers to arrive following its
initial settlement? No, not the Vikings, and certainly not Columbus. The
answer is the Inuit, who descend from a people who arrived thousands
of years after North America’s initial settlement, crossing from Asia by
sea. Arriving in the Canadian Arctic a mere thousand years ago, the
Inuit spread from the Yukon all the way to Greenland.
Canada also witnessed the arrival of the first European explorers. In
1960, archaeologists Helge and Anne Ingstad discovered the remains
of a Viking settlement at L’Anse aux Meadows near the northern tip of
Newfoundland. This settlement was large, supporting a population of
up to a hundred. It consisted of a dozen sod-covered wooden framed
buildings, with a main hall the size of an NBA basketball court. Some
long-lost Viking expeditions may have sailed to New England or beyond,
but no archaeological evidence has ever been found of Vikings beyond
the Canadian border.
Not only did Canada see the first explorers, it was home to the first
European settlement north of Mexico. In 1541, Jacques Cartier built
the fort of Charlesbourg-Royal near Quebec City, 24 years before the
Spanish founded St. Augustine, the celebrated “oldest city in America”.
Charlesbourg-Royal only lasted a few years, but the next French
settlement (Tadoussac, 1599) came eight years before the first English
colony in the United States. Speaking of which, what was the first
English settlement in North America? It wasn’t Jamestown (1607), nor
was it the Pilgrim settlement at Plymouth Rock (1620). It was St. John’s,
Newfoundland, established under Royal Charter by Queen Elizabeth I
in 1583. (In fact, the city claims to be the oldest European settlement
north of the Caribbean since Basque fishermen had built encampments
there for most of the previous century.)
Canada became a nexus in the hunt for a shorter route to Asia. Jacques
Cartier’s 1535 expedition up the Saint Lawrence was motivated by such
a search—and he supposed the “Lachine” rapids at Montreal to be the
only thing barring his way to China. In 1611,
cont’d on page 31
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Henry Hudson probed for a way through the ice of the Northwest
Passage. After being frozen in for the winter, his crew mutinied in the
spring of 1612 and cast him adrift in a small boat with a few loyal
followers. Although Hudson disastrously failed to reach Asia, he did
explore a vast area of the Canadian Arctic. The bay named in his honour
soon became an important route into the continent. In 1670, North
America’s oldest corporation, Hudson’s Bay Company, was established
to pursue the fur trade. (The oldest U.S. corporation is a fragrance
company founded in Rhode Island 82 years later.)
Not only did the exploration of Canada come earlier, but voyageurs
from Canada surveyed vast tracts of the United States. In a series of
voyages, Samuel de Champlain (founder of Quebec in 1608) sailed
along the New England coast, trekked through New York and Vermont,
and paddled up the Ottawa River to discover the Great Lakes. A French
Canadian named Louis Jolliet was perhaps the first prominent explorer
actually born on the continent. Along with a priest named Marquette,
he crossed lake Michigan in 1673 and canoed down the Mississippi
through Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri as far as Arkansas. In
1682, La Salle would trace the same route all the way to the Gulf of
Mexico, claiming the entire Mississippi for France (hence “St. Louis”
Missouri and the French culture of New Orleans).
Even the West was opened by Canadians. In the 1730s, a French
Canadian explorer named Pierre Gaultier de Varennes and his three
sons paddled thousands of kilometres through the Saskatchewan River
system, past the sites of modern Winnipeg, Saskatoon, and Edmonton,
all the way to its headwaters near British Columbia. On later journeys,
two of the sons trekked through the Dakotas and Wyoming, becoming
the first people of European ancestry to sight the Rockies north of New
Mexico—seventy years before Lewis and Clark would do the same.
Long before Americans would leave the confines of their thirteen
Atlantic colonies, Canadians were leading extraordinary voyages of
endurance. These are just a few examples of the central role Canada
played in the history of exploration. It’s a history worth remembering.
Andrew Rader is a Mission Manager at SpaceX from the Alta Vista
area. His new book Beyond the Known traces the history of exploration
from the beginning of humanity into the distant future. It’s available now
at bookstores, online, and wherever else books are sold.
Note from the Editor:
Interesting fact – the man who showed the Ingstads the Viking
settlement remains in L’Anse aux Meadows, Newfoundland was my
great-great grandfather, George Decker!

IN PRACTICE
What Intestacy Can Mean for You

M

by Steven A. Neal, Lawyer

any of us wonder, “What will happen when I die?” While not being
trained in the theological side, lawyers can help provide answers
to part of this question. Namely, how and why your property will be
passed on, when you pass on.
For most, the best solution is to have your will prepared and signed
with a wills and estates lawyer. Still, there are always circumstances
where we or our loved ones have not completed a will and we need
answers about what will happen in these cases. There is a fair amount
of misinformation in this area, with some people believing that ‘the
government will get all your money’ if you don’t have a will. So, the
question remains: what does happen to your property when you have no
will?
The first place to turn is to the laws of Ontario. Specifically, The
Succession Law Reform Act of Ontario dictates what will happen in
these situations. First, if the deceased was legally married, their spouse
will have a share in the estate. If the deceased had no children, the spouse
will inherit everything. If they did have children, the spouse will receive
a larger portion using the following basic formula. The first $200,000
goes to the spouse and the remainder of the estate is shared between the
spouse and the children.
Crucially, in Ontario, common law partners are not spouses for this
purpose, and they are likely to receive nothing at all if there is no will
in place.
The next of kin analysis also applies to determining who will be your
executor (aka, the ‘Estate Trustee’) as without a will, there is no clear
designation from you. Your next of kin, as defined by the legislation,
would be the person entitled to apply to be the Estate Trustee. The
sequence is as follows: first your spouse; if not them, your children;
if not them, your parents; then your siblings; then your nieces and
nephews; and finally, more distant next of kin for which some advanced
analysis is required.
Where no one is available to act as the Estate Trustee, the Office of the
Public Guardian and Trustee (the ‘OPGT’) may act as Estate Trustee.
They do so only in limited circumstances and should not be relied upon
to act for you. It is also possible for capable next of kin or even creditors
living outside of Ontario to administer these estates and the OPGT tries
to encourage these people to act to reduce the burden on the public.
For smaller estates, the bank may release the money to heirs with
only a death certificate and without requiring the probate process be
completed. That said, if accounts go unclaimed, they will eventually be
turned over the Bank of Canada.
After someone has been appointed as the Estate Trustee, they will
distribute the residue of an estate to next of kin in the same sequences
mentioned before, preferring spouse to children, children to parents,
and so on. Note that adopted children are included in the next of kin
and half-blood relations share equally with full-blood relations, but inlaws are excluded. Therefore, your brother-in-law will not inherit your
estate, and neither will your spouses’ niece—unless you express this
wish directly in your will.
If no living next of kin then, and only then, does the estate go to the
Ontario Government. Note that this only applies where the deceased had
no relatives, not where they had relatives but simply no will. This is an
unusual scenario but is a real possibility for some. With some planning
and some upfront work, these scenarios can all be avoided.
This column contains information only and is not legal advice nor
legal opinion; it should not be relied on as if it were in any way.
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SENIOR SPACE
Mary MacDonald and the Continuity of Care
By Peter McKinnon

W

ith the support of donors, the Perley and Rideau Veterans’ Health
Centre continues to pioneer a concept known as continuity of
care: providing access
to the housing options,
supports and services
seniors need to live
independently for as
long as possible. The
experience of Mary
and Earle MacDonald
illustrates the concept
well.
Mary and Earle MacDonald raised four children in a home adjacent
to where the Perley Rideau was built in 1995. After the children grew
up, the couple remained in the family home into their late 80s. To help
meet their growing needs, they moved into a two-bedroom-plus-den
apartment in the Seniors’ Village, an innovative housing project built
by Perley Rideau in 2013 with the support of donors and three levels
of government. The Village features 139 independent-living apartments
and ready access to a host of services, therapies and activities.
While in the apartment, Mary and Earle MacDonald accessed an
increasing number of services through the provincially funded Assisted
Living for High Risk Seniors Program. Earle fell ill and passed away in
2018. The next day, Mary moved into her own studio apartment in a part
of the Village known as the Commons: units of 10 studio apartments,
each equipped with a private washroom, and clustered around large
communal living and dining spaces – areas supported by Personal
Support Workers.
“Having that consistency and continuity made the transition a lot
easier for everyone in our family,” says daughter Marybeth MacDonald.
“The care that Mom gets here is exceptional.”
The Perley Rideau Foundation raises funds to support the Health
Centre. Donations to the Foundation pay for the equipment and services
essential to top-quality care for residents but not covered by government.
Donations also support Perley Rideau’s ongoing innovation in the care
of Veterans and other seniors, such as the expansion of the Seniors
Village. Construction of a new home for 200 seniors is expected to start
in 2021 and will help to accommodate the steady growth in demand for
independent-living options for seniors.
“The world certainly needs more Perley Rideau,” says Marybeth
MacDonald.
And donors like you can make it happen.

Don’t Fall for Trip Hazards!

National Senior Safety Week (November 6 to 12)
By Lewis Smith
t’s an unfortunate fact of life that there tends to be a correlation
between an aging population and hospitalization rates. With Canada
being comprised of an ever-growing number of senior citizens, it’s
important to know what’s causing these hospital visits so we can help
address these causes as a society.
November 6 to 12 was National Senior Safety Week, and this year the
Canada Safety Council shed light on the most common causes of injuryrelated hospitalizations among seniors. As a demographic, Canadians
over the age of 65 are disproportionately represented in hospitalization
statistics, which prompts the question: what can we do to help?
According to Statistics Canada, seniors aged 65 and above account for
35 per cent of our population – and this number is likely to continue its
upward trend in the near future. And yet, according to new research by
the Canadian Institute for Health Information, this same demographic is
represented in 51 per cent of all injury-related hospitalizations in Canada
in 2017-2018. (Hospitalization is defined as a patient being admitted
and spending at least one night in the hospital.)
An overwhelming majority of these 137,568 cases were fall-related,
too – a whopping 81 per cent of all senior injury hospitalizations in
2017-2018 were due to falls. Comparatively, falls represent only nine
per cent of all injury hospitalizations in Canada between 2015 and 2018.
“In an aged population there are many influences that contribute to
falls and injuries” said Gareth Jones, President of the Canada Safety
Council. “The valued and often vulnerable members of this segment
of our society rely on assistance and proactive measures to ensure their
safety and ultimately their quality of life. Let’s work together and do our
part to assist.”
If you’re helping to take care of a senior, fall prevention must be at
the forefront of your mind. Between physical conditions, deteriorating
health and potential medication side-effects, falls can be much more
likely to occur. Follow these tips and you won’t have to live in fear of
dealing with the repercussions of a serious fall.
• Physical activity can reduce the chances of a fall. Gentle exercise
can improve flexibility, balance and muscle strength; all of these
are important factors in maintaining stability.
• Make sure living areas are well-illuminated. Bright lighting makes
it easier to spot potential trip hazards ahead of time and avoid
them. This should include a bedside lamp within reach of the
bed, hallways, staircases and bathrooms. Consider keeping a few
flashlights in easy-to-find places as well.
• Along those same lines, keep living areas as clear and free of trip
hazards as possible. Keep furniture, boxes, electrical cords and any
loose objects away from high-traffic areas. Loose rugs should be
secured with double-sided tape or tacks to avoid slipping.
• Invest in a good pair of non-slip shoes. While convenient and
comfortable, slippers and slick-soled shoes can be contributing
factors in falls, as can wearing only socks. Comfortable nonslip shoes can also reduce joint pain and contribute toward more
stability.
• Install rails, grab bars and other assistive devices around the
house, especially high-mobility areas like
staircases and bathtubs. For everyday use,
consider a cane or a walker as well.
A healthy senior community benefits all
Canadians and eases the strain on our healthcare
system. It’s our responsibility to ensure that
we’re doing our part to keep our loved ones out
of harm’s way!

I
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KIBO – A Screen-free Alternative this Christmas

W

hat is KIBO? Designed by KinderLab Robotics, KIBO is a
unique robot toy that engages even the youngest children in
active STEM/STEAM Learning. With KIBO, 4-7-year-olds create,
design, decorate and bring their own robot to life! KIBO kids’
imaginations soar – all without requiring screen time!

Designed for open-ended play, KIBO lets kids make almost
anything - a character from a story, a carousel, a dancer, a
race car - anything the child can think of. They plan a coding
sequence using the programmable wooden building blocks,
scan their sequence with KIBO, press its button and watch
their creation go!
When children build, code and decorate their own robot, they
are learning invaluable skills that will lead them on the path for
success in higher learning and future careers. Developed by
Dr. Marina Bers, after 20 years of child development research
at Tufts University, KIBO is used in 54 countries and has
been tested and approved by thousands of children and their
caregivers.
KIBO is now available on
Amazon.com. Check it out on
YouTube.

“Christmas gives us an opportunity to pause and reflect on the important things around us.”
- David Cameron
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ANSWERS TO CRYPTOFAMILY

CRYPTOFAMILY – CHRISTMAS –
SOLUTION
Quotation:
UNLESS WE MAKE CHRISTMAS
AN OCCASION TO SHARE OUR
BLESSINGS, ALL THE SNOW
IN ALASKA WON’T MAKE IT
‘WHITE.’ BING CROSBY
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UPCOMING EVENTS

UPCOMING EVENTS

*See the front page for events happening the weekend of
November 30 – December 1.

KIDSMAS TRADITIONS: Saturday, December 14 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Explore the history of Nepean while discovering the stories behind popular Christmas
traditions. Surprise a friend or family member with a handmade toy you built yourself!
Decorate your own mini Christmas tree! Or have your face painted by Fantasy Face
Painting! Holiday fun awaits for kids of all ages and the young at heart. Bonus! Visit
with Santa – 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Cost: $6.75 per person; Families $17.50 (two adults
and accompanying children under 18). Nepean Museum, 16 Rowley Avenue, Nepean,
613-580-9638
TWENTIETH ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PAGEANT: Join us on Sunday December
15, 10 a.m., at Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Dr., for the presentation by
more than 60 children and youth of the story of Christmas through theatre, music and
some humour, with a focus on what Christmas is really all about. Freewill offering.
More information, 613-733-3156 ext. 229. www.rideaupark.ca
JOURNEY IN THE LIGHT: Prayer, carols and candle lighting, followed by light
refreshments. This is a time to remember those we are missing, to receive words of
hope and support, to be together. We are not alone. God is with us. Sunday, December
15, 2 p.m. at Emmanuel United Church, 691 Smyth Road, bus route #55.
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS: The holiday season has been celebrated at Billings
Estate National Historic Site since 1829. Family and friends of all ages are invited to
experience the classic Christmas traditions of early Ottawa together with kid-friendly
storytelling, a cozy campfire (weather permitting), performances by the Dickens
Carolers, a themed photobooth station, and more! Sunday, December 15 from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. 2100 Cabot Street. Cost: $6.75 per person; Families $17.50 (two adults
and accompanying children under 18). Dress for weather conditions; activities will
take place both indoors and outdoors.
COMMUNITY CAROL SING & CONCERT: St. Aidan’s Anglican Church, 934
Hamlet Road, invites you to join us for an evening with the Vyhovskyi Strings, Tea
Mamaladze and special guests, Thursday, December 19 at 7 p.m. Refreshments
will follow. A freewill offering will be gratefully accepted with proceeds going to
the Heron Food Centre and ministries of St. Aidan’s Church. For more information
contact the church at 613-733-0102 or visit our website at www.staidans-ottawa.org.
TOBI (THE OTTAWA BRASS INITIATIVE) JINGLE BRASS CONCERT:
Saturday, December 21 at 7:30 p.m. St. Thomas the Apostle Anglican Church, 2345
Alta Vista Drive. Tickets: In advance, $15 Adult, $10 Student/Senior. At the door, $20
Adult, $15 Student/Senior. FREE for children 12 and under. For more information,
check out our website at OttawaBrass.wixsite.com/TOBI
CHRISTMAS EVE SERVICE: 5:00 p.m. is a service of story and song designed
for children and their families; 7:30 p.m. is a service of lessons and carols. Tuesday,
December 24 at Emmanuel United Church, 691 Smyth Road, bus route #55.
CHRISTMAS EVE SERVICES: On Tuesday, December 24, at Rideau Park United
Church, 2203 Alta Vista Dr:
- 6:30 p.m.: A Family Service by Children and Youth: A musical retelling of the birth of
Jesus, with music by Rideau Park’s children and youth choirs, hand-bells and chimes.
- 8:30 p.m.: Candlelight Communion Service: Reflecting on Jesus’ birth, in readings, a
message, and music by Rideau Park’s Chancel Choir and soloists.
- 10:30 p.m.: Candlelight Communion Service: Celebrating Jesus’ birth, in readings,
a message, and music by Rideau Park’s Chancel Choir, soloists, and A Touch of Brass
Bell Choir.

THE HARMONY CLUB FOR SENIORS 60+ ANNUAL CHRISTMAS
GATHERING: Wednesday, December 4 at Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta
Vista Dr. Lunch at 12 noon ($6, register at the church office by November 27). From 1
to 2 p.m., join in singing Christmas Carols with church musicians leading. All seniors
are welcome. This club is run by volunteers. For more information, contact 613-7333156 ext. 229.
MID-WEEK WORSHIP IN ADVENT: 7 - 7:30 p.m. Wednesdays, December 4,
11, 18 at Emmanuel United Church, 691 Smyth Road, bus route #55.
EUCHRE CLUB: Every Thursday from 1 - 3:30 p.m. (except Dec. 19 and 26) until
next June at Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Drive. Join us for cards,
refreshments, conversation and fun. A small donation will help cover refreshment
expenses. For more information, call 613-733-3156 ext. 229, www.rideaupark.ca
VICTORIAN CHRISTMAS: Fridays and Saturdays – December 6, 7, 20, and 21
from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. Step back in time to the Victorian era and explore a 19th century
Gothic Revival farm house decorated for the holiday season. Enjoy a demonstration
highlighting a Christmas tradition of years past, learn about the origins of the Christmas
tree, or discover how a Victorian family would have feasted for the holiday. Make a
traditional ornament or share the spirit of the season with caroling around the campfire
(weather/staffing dependent). Guided tours of the heritage house will be offered and
light refreshments will be served. Recommend for Adults and families with children
ages 12 and up Cost: $6.75 per person; Families $17.50 (two adults and accompanying
children under 18) Fairfields Heritage House, 3080 Richmond Road, Nepean 613-7262652
JUST GIFTS, A FAIR TRADE AND LOCAL PRODUCTS CHRISTMAS
MARKET WITH A DIFFERENCE: Producers and products include: Fair Trade
and local products, Ten Thousand Villages, Zatoun olive oil, chocolate, honey, maple
syrup, and coffee! Then visit our coffeehouse for entertainment. In support of global
partnerships and youth mission trips. Saturday, December 7, 10 a.m. to 2 pm at
Emmanuel United Church, 691 Smyth Road, bus route #55.
THE COMPASSIONATE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE CANDLE LIGHTING
CELEBRATION: This service in memory of all children who have died will take
place on December 8 at St. Augustine’s Church Hall, 1060 Baseline Road, Ottawa.
Please bring a free-standing picture of your child(ren) and arrive at 6:30 p.m. for
a prompt 7 p.m. start. Candles will be provided, and there is no charge to attend.
For more details please visit: www.tcfottawa.net or contact 613-612-4951 or email:
tcfottawa@gmail.com
CONCERT DE NOËL: Immaculate Heart of Mary Church invites you to its 28th
annual Christmas Concert featuring the Kanata Choral Society, the OCSB Chamber
Choir, Ottawa Wind Ensemble, and Soprano soloist Lynlee Wolstencroft. Sunday,
December 8 at 3 p.m. Doors open at 2:15 p.m. at 1758 Alta Vista Drive. Free
admission and parking. Donations in support of the Heron Emergency Food Centre
and Miriam Centre.
CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION CONCERT: You are invited to Rideau Park United
Church, 2203 Alta Vista Drive, on Sunday December 8 at 7:30 p.m. Our concert will
feature the Chancel Choir, Touch of Brass Bells, and organist Andrew Ager. Listen
to the sacred music of Christmas, and join in singing your favourite carols. Freewill
offering. More information: 613-733-3156 ext. 229, www.rideaupark.ca
CAROLS ON ADVENT SUNDAYS: Every Sunday in Advent, you are invited to
arrive at Emmanuel United Church five minutes early (9:55 a.m.) to join in singing
some of your favourite carols. We’ll start the service with two carols each week and
we will be taking requests! 691 Smyth Road, bus route #55.
- December 1 Lighting the candle of Hope
- December 8 Lighting the candle of Peace - Holy Communion
- December 15 Lighting the candle of Joy - White Gift Sunday
- December 22 Lighting the candle of Love
OTTAWA LIFE LONG LEARNING FOR THE 55+ ADULT: Join us at St.
Timothy’s Presbyterian Church, 2400 Alta Vista Drive on Tuesday, December 10 at
10:00 a.m. Seminars are interesting, informative, thought-provoking and entertaining.
Check us out! Hope to see you there. Email anncoolen@rogers.com or call Ann at
613-749-0704.
OTTAWA SOUTH WOMEN’S CONNECTION: CHRISTMAS MUSIC WITH
THE BELL RINGERS. Thursday, December 12. 9:30 a.m.. to 11:00 a.m., 3280
Leitrim Rd. (Fred Barrett) Ottawa. Karen Chow’s faith story: “Well that Didn’t Go as
Planned.” Admission: $6. For more information: 613-801-8758 Women Connecting
with God, each other, their community. RSVP Ministries next event - January 16
CAPITAL CITY CHORUS CHRISTMAS: Saturday, December 14, 2:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.m. St. Thomas the Apostle Anglican Church, 2345 Alta Vista Drive. Tickets:
$20 Adult, $15 Student. FREE for children 12 and under. For tickets email tickets@
capitalcitychorus.org www.capitalcitychorus.org 613-723-7464

JANUARY SNEAK-PEEKS:
JOINT UNITED CHURCH SERVICE: Shared by the congregations of Emmanuel,
Riverside, and Rideau Park, hosted by Emmanuel United Church at 691 Smyth Road,
Sunday, January 5, 10:00 a.m.
ALPHA DINNER AND FILM EXPERIENCE: Come and explore the big questions
of life, meaning, and faith. Tuesday evenings starting January 21. Check-in 6:28 p.m.
Register via www.stmarysottawa.ca/alpha, email: alpha@stmarysottawa.ca or leave a
message at 613–728–9811 ext. 701. St. Mary’s Parish Hall, 100 Young Street. Access
via parking lot. Alpha is free, the experience priceless!
EMMANUEL UNITED CHURCH TURKEY DINNER: Join us for turkey dinner
with all the trimmings and homemade desserts. Sittings are at 5, 6 or 7 p.m. Tickets are
only $18, available by visiting our office (691 Smyth Rd., Monday -Thursday 8:30-4
p.m.). Saturday, January 25.

“Christmas isn’t just a day,
it’s a frame of mind.”
Valentine Davies, ‘Miracle
on 34th Street’
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CLASSIFIED ADS
AFFORDABLE RELIABLE CLEANING WOMAN. Fifteen years’
experience with local references. Call Kathy at 613-302-1699.
BRENNAN BROTHERS LTD. Finish basements, bathrooms,
kitchens, drywall, painting, all flooring, all roofing, repairs, doors and
windows, decks, build houses. We do stipple ceilings and repair them.
10% Winter discount. Free estimates, guaranteed workmanship
613-733-6336.
CLEANING. Weekly, bi-weekly service available. Working alone for
over 20 years. References. Call 613-262-4508.
CLEAN THE RIGHT WAY, Weekly, bi-weekly, and one-time
cleanings available. Over 20 years’ experience. Same two cleaners each
visit. References available. Please call or text Lesley. 613-501-5773.
EXPERIENCED CABINET MAKER. Built-in shelving. Kitchen/
bathroom renovation. Wood worker. Alta Vista Resident. References
available. 819-329-5183
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, carpentry, drywall, electric repair.
Kitchen, bathroom, renovation, tile work. Excellent references. Police
check. No HST. Please call Peter at 613-797-9905 or 613-249-8445.
HANDYMAN DAN. $25 hourly rate. Interior painting, etc. Please call
613-501-7761 or email handymandan77@yahoo.com.
HELPFUL GUY - Get your seasonal to-do list done. Organizing. Odd
jobs. No job too small. Please call Doug at 613-733-2407 or email
helpfulguy@bell.net.
JAMIE NININGER Alta Vista native. Painting, (interior/ exterior)
plumbing, decks, patios, flooring (ceramic, wood, laminate) playrooms,
vanities, faucets, countertops, etc. Call 613-852-8511 or 613-733-1951.
PAINTING, 20 years’ experience. All types of plastering, painting
interior/exterior residential and commercial, free estimates. We do
stipple ceilings and repair them. 15% Winter discount. 2-year
warranty on workmanship. 613-733-6336.
SNOWBLOWER/LAWNMOWER TUNEUPS/REPAIRS. Mobile
service; we come to you. Tune-up for snowblower $94.95 plus parts,
tax and $20 service charge. Lawnmower tune-up $79.95 City-wide
service. 613-747-2281.
WANTED: Indoor garage to park car for January and February, 2020.
Rent fee to be discussed. Please call 613-747-2281.

“May you never be too grown up to
search the skies on Christmas Eve.”
- Anonymous
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